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Alex J. Quiz 
Glendale, California 
 
This is a list of words, or names that start with every digraph , combination of 2 
letters, except one. 
We have managed to put together a list of 675 digraphs, with many differnt 
sources. 
 
List of sources: 
PW = Pocket Webster, MW1 = Merriam Webster Unabridged, MW2 = Merriam 
Webster Unabridged 2, MW3 = Merriam Webster Unabridged 3, OED = Oxford 
English Dictionary, HAI = Handbook of American Indians, NCCN = New 
Century Cyclopedia of Names, TIG = Times Index Gazetteer, any other source is 
listed at full. Sources will be checked in this order, with any other source after 
this. 
 
Obscure words will be defined. 
 
aa - aardvark(PW) 
ab - about(PW) 
ac - act(PW) 
ad - add(PW) 
ae - aesthetic(PW) 
af - after(PW) 
ag - age(PW) 
ah - ahead(PW) 
ai - air(PW) 
aj - ajar(PW) 
ak - akin(PW) 
al - alone(PW) 
am - among(PW) 
an - ant(PW) 
ao - aorta(PW) 
ap - apple(PW) 
aq - aqua(PW) 
ar - art(PW) 
as - assess(PW) 
at - ate(PW) 
au - author(PW) 
av - avocado(PW) 
aw - awe(PW) 
ax - axis(PW) 
ay - aye(PW) 
az - azure(PW) 
ba - back(PW) 
bb - Bbih(Source lost) - An extinct language in Asia, form of Bpih 
bc - Bcyko(National Almanac) - Name of a Ukranian immigrant 
bd - bdellium(MW2) - A resin used as perfume 
be - because(PW) 
bf - Bferre(TIG) - A place in Denmark 
bg - Bgug-Panir(Dictionary of Cheeses) - An Indian cheese 
bh - bhang(PW) - A narcotic from the leaves of cannabis 
bi - big(PW) 
bj - Bjerknes(NCCN) - A surname 
bk - Bkah-Hgyur(Encyclopedia Britannica) - The Tibetan translation of the 
Mahayana Buddhist script. A double-entry(Bkah and Hgyur)! 
bl - black(PW) 
bm - Bmaryam(TIG) - A place in Lebanon 
bn - Bninski(Dictionary of Universal Biography) - Alexander Bninski, Polish 
tactician 
bo - board(PW) 
bp - Bpih(Source lost) - An extinct language in Asia(see Bbih) 
bq - Bqusta(TIG) - A place in Lebanon 
br - break(PW) 
bs - Bsura(NCCN) - A river in Poland 
bt - Btsfplk(Al Capp's comic strip, Li'l Abner) - Joe Btsfplk, a bad-luck bringer 
bu - bug(PW) 
bv - Bvekenya(The Ivory Trail by T. V. Bulpin) - An alias used by Stephanus 
Cecil Rutgert Bernard in 1886. 
bw - bwana(MW1) - A boss or master 
bx - bxg(X-ing a Paragrab by Edgar Allan Poe) - Variant spelling of bog 
by - bygone(PW) 
bz - Bzura(NCCN) - Alternate spelling of Bsura, river in Poland(see bsura) 
ca - call(PW) 
cb - Cboski(1966 Nassau County Telephone Directory) - A surname 
cc - Ccapac Yupanqui(NCCN) - The last of the Hurin dynasty of the Incas. 
cd - Cdasc(TIG) - Ra's al-Cdasc, place in Libya 
ce - ceiling(PW) 
cf - Cfir(TIG) - place in Albania 
cg - Cgwalikc(HAI) - Variant of Shgwaliksh, a Klickitat village 
ch - chain(PW) 
ci - city(PW) 
cj - Cjadri(TIG) - place in Albania 
ck - Ckutc(HAI) - Variant of Shkutch, a village in Oregon 
cl - click(PW) 
cm - Cmir(TIG) - mountain in Yugoslavia 
cn - cnidaria(MW2) - A phylum of aquatic invertebrate animals 
co - cord(PW) 
cp - Cpuzum(HAI) - Variant of Spuzzum, a settlement in British Columbia 
cq - Cqague(HAI) - Variant of Skagway, a city in Alaska 
cr - crown(PW) 
cs - csar(MW2) - alternate spelling of czar 
ct - ctenoid(MW2) - (A fish scale) having many tiny projections on the edge 
cu - cut(PW) 
cv - Cvijić(NCCN) - A surname 
cw - cwm(MW1) - A steep-sided valley, a cirque(in Wales) 
cx - Cxinvali(TIG) - Russian town 
cy - cyclone(PW) 
cz - czar(PW) 
da - dark(PW) 
db - dbang-dung(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - a brass horn 
dc - Dȼe-tu(HAI) - A language of the Omaha and Quapaw people, or the people 
speaking that language. 
dd - Ddmashen(TIG) - place in Morocco 
de - decide(PW) 
df - Dfun(TIG) - place in Lebanon 
dg - dghaisa(MW2) - A small boat resembling a gondola 
dh - dharma(MW1) - The nature of reality, a cosmic law of social order 
di - dig(PW) 
dj - djebel(MW2) - A mountain or hill, a mountain range 
dk - Dkelpnishte(TIG) - place in Albania 
dl - Dlugosz(NCCN) - A surname 
dm - Dmitri(MW3) - Dmitri Mendeleev, discoverer of the Periodic Table 
dn - Dnepropetrovsk(MW3) - City in Ukraine 
do - dog(PW) 
dp - Dpang(Source lost) - Person in Tibet 
dq - Dqun(TIG) - place in Lebanon 
dr - drive(PW) 
ds - Dschagga(NCCN) - Variant of Chaga, a tribe in Tanzania 
dt - Dtinne(HAI) - Thing e ha-dtinne, variant of Thlingchadinne, Native 
American tribe in Canada 
du - dual(PW) 
dv - dvandva(MW1) - A linguistic compound of nouns in Sanskrit 
dw - dwell(PW) 
dx - Dxar Charf(TIG) - place in Morocco 
dy - dying(PW) 
dz - dzo(MW1) - A cow-related animal in northern Africa 
ea - eat(PW) 
eb - ebb(PW) 
ec - ecosystem(PW) 
ed - edge(PW) 
ee - eel(PW) 
ef - effect(PW) 
eg - egg(PW) 
eh - ehretia(MW2) - A genus of tropical shrubs and trees 
ei - eight(PW) 
ej - eject(PW) 
ek - eke(PW) 
el - elm(PW) 
em - emanate(PW) 
en - enough(PW) 
eo - eon(PW) 
ep - episode(PW) 
eq - equal(PW) 
er - error(PW) 
es - estimate(PW) 
et - ether(PW) 
eu - euphemism(PW) 
ev - evaluate(PW) 
ew - ewe(PW) 
ex - extra(PW) 
ey - eye(PW) 
ez - Ezra(MW1) - Book in the Bible 
fa - fall(PW) 
fb - Fblaex(Dictionary of Weird Facts) - place in "Origins of Galactic Fruit 
Salad" 
fc - Fchun(TIG) - stream in Russia 
fd - Fdyyushkino(TIG) - place in Russia 
fe - feat(PW) 
ff - Ffestiniog(NCCN) - town in Wales 
fg - Fgura(Malta Yearbook) - A Roman parish in Malta 
fh - Fhear Manach(NCCN) - Variant of Fermanagh, place in Northern Ireland 
fi - fig(PW) 
fj - fjord(PW) 
fk - Fkih-ben-Salah(TIG) - town in Morocco 
fl - floor(PW) 
fm - Fmiyah(TIG) - Al-Fmiyah, place in Saudi Arabia 
fn - fnese(MW2) - When you feel like you're going to sneeze but then don't 
fo - four(PW) 
fp - fprintf(Book of Computer Coding) - A C command to print to a file 
fq - Fquih-ben-Salah(TIG) - town in Morocco(see Fkih) 
fr - freeze(PW) 
fs - Fsadni(1966 Chicago Telephone Directory) - A surname 
ft - Fthiotis(NCCN) - A regional unit of Greece, variant of Phthiotis 
fu - fun(PW) 
fv - Fverst(1967 London Telephone Directory) - A surname 
fw - Fwaha(HAI) - The Fire clan of the Pecos in New Mexico, also the Fort 
Wayne Amateur Hockey Association 
fx - fxr(X-ing a Paragrab by Edgar Allan Poe) - Variant spelling of for 
fy - fytte(MW1) - A section of a song 
fz - Fzer(TIG) - Variant spelling of Fuzayr, a wadi in Libya 
ga - gate(PW) 
gb - Gbari(MW3) - A language in Nigeria 
gc - Gcaleka(NCCN) - A subgroup of the Xhosa in South Africa 
gd - Gdansk(MW3) - A city in Poland 
ge - get(PW) 
gf - Gfeller(NCCN) - A surname 
gg - Ggio(Bleach Wiki) - Ggio Vega, a character in an anime called Bleach 
gh - ghost(PW) 
gi - girl(PW) 
gj - gjetost(MW1) - A Norwegian chese made from goat's milk 
gk - Gkika(National Union Catalog) - Tinghi Gkika, a Greek writer 
gl - glow(PW) 
gm - gmelinite(MW2) - A mineral found in some microcrystals 
gn - gnarl(PW) 
go - god(PW) 
gp - Gpaughettes(HAI) - Variant of Kishpachlaots, a tribe in Alaska 
gq - Gqunukhwebe(NCCN) - A subgroup of the Xhosa in South Africa 
gr - grow(PW) 
gs - Gschnitz(TIG) - place in Austria 
gt - Gtafia(TIG) - ruin in Libya 
gu - gull(PW) 
gv - Gvosdev(Encyclopedia Americana) - Michael Gvosdev, a Russian who 
sailed to Alaska 
gw - Gwent(MW2) - county in Wales 
gx - Gxulu(TIG) - river in South Africa 
gy - gypsy(PW) 
gz - Gzhatsk(TIG) - town in Russia 
ha - hat(PW) 
hb - Hbata(TIG) - place in Morocco 
hc - Hcyiani(1972 London Telephone Directory) - A surname 
hd - Hdimikipiaji(TIG) - place in Tanzania 
he - health(PW) 
hf - Hfid(TIG) - Douar Hfid, variant of Douar Havid, place in Morocco 
hg - Bkah-Hgyur - see Bkah-Hgyur under BK 
hh - hheth(MW3) - The 8th letter of the Hebrew alphabet 
hi - high(PW) 
hj - hjelmite(MW2) - A black mineral 
hk - Hka-U(TIG) - place in Burma 
hl - Hlavi(NCCN) - A Bantu tribe in Mozambique 
hm - Hmisis(HAI) - Variant of Omisis, a division of the Cheyenne tribe of 
Minnesota 
hn - hne(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - A conical shawm of double reed 
ho - hold(PW) 
hp - hpa-si(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - A bronze drum 
hq - Hqâb el Qach(TIG) - cliff in Lebanon 
hr - Hrvatska(MW3) - alternate name for Croatia 
hs - hsin(MW2) - Faithfulness or veracity, a virtue 
ht - htone na(Dorland's Medical Dictionary) - Inflammation on the edge of 
nerves, caused by malaria in Burma. (The original text said "a peripheral neuritis 
of malarial origin found in Burma" but that would be too confusing.) 
hu - hut(PW) 
hv - Hvar(TIG) - An island in Croatia 
hw - hwan(MW1) - The currency of Korea 
hx - hxw(X-ing a Paragrab) - Yet another X-ing a Paragrab word, variant spelling 
of how 
hy - hyena(PW) 
hz - Hzayrin(TIG) - place in Syria 
ia - iamb(PW) - A metrical foot, an unstressed syllable followeb by a stressed 
syllable 
ib - ibis(PW) 
ic - ice(PW) 
id - idea(PW) 
ie - iechyd(MW2) - A Welsh drinking toast. 
if - iffy(PW) 
ig - igloo(PW) 
ih - ihleite(MW2) - An orange-yellow mineral 
ii - iiwi(MW1) - A Hawaiian type of bird. Notice that this is the second type of 
bird in the I section? 
ij - ijolite(MW1) - A rock consisting of nephelite and augite. 
ik - ikon(PW) - Variant spelling of icon 
il - ill(PW) 
im - immune(PW) 
in - inn(PW) 
io - ion(PW) 
ip - ipsilateral(MW1) - Located on the same side of the body. 
iq - Iquito(MW1) - A Zaparoan language spoken in Peru 
ir - iron(PW) 
is - island(PW) 
it - its(PW) 
iu - iuu(MW3) - Alternate spelling of Jew 
iv - ivory(PW) 
iw - iwis(MW3) - Certainly, assuredly 
ix - ixia(MW2) - Plants of the genus Ixia 
iy - Iyar(MW2) - A month of the Hebrew calendar, 
iz - izzard(MW1) - The letter Z 
ja - jab(PW) 
jb - Jbayl(TIG) - village in Lebanon 
jc - Jchatschberg(TIG) - mountain in Russia 
jd - Jdiouia(TIG) - town in Morocco 
je - jelly(PW) 
jf - Jfeifa(TIG) - Bir Jfeifa, form of Bi'r Jufayfah, well in Syria 
jg - Jgor(TIG) - lake in Russia 
jh - jheel(MW2) - A pool, marsh, or lake 
ji - jig(PW) 
jj - jjembe(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - Variant spelling of djembe, a rope-
tuned drum from South Africa 
jk - Jkhi Khoshi Khure(TIG) - Variant of Yihe Hushuu Huryee, a place in 
Mongolia 
jl - Jlaacs(HAI) - A Native American tribe that lives in Southern California 
jm - Jmoud(MW2) - Variant spelling of iomud, a horse breed 
jn - jnana(MW1) - Knowledge acquired through meditation as a means of 
reaching the highest class 
jo - job(PW) 
jp - Jphise(National Union Catalog) - a cantata done by Charles Blainville 
jq - Jquiz(Book "Middle School: Child Prison") - the 10th quiz in the year that 
Rafe, the main character, takes, they are lettered instead of numbered. In the test 
part it's hyphenated, but when Rafe says to his parents "Oh no! I failed the 
Jquiz!" it is unhyphenated. 
jr - Jrifat(TIG) - place in Morocco 
js - Jsleta(HAI) - A division of the Pueblo tribe. 
jt - Jtaliener(British Museum General Catalogue) - K. Jtaliener, an engineer 
ju - juice(PW) 
jv - jvegar(English Dialect Dictionary) - a sea urchin 
jw - Jwe(OED) - Archaic form of Jew 
jx - Jxhn(X-ing a Paragrab) - Variant spelling of John 
jy - jynx(MW1) - A type of woodpecker, also the genus that they are in, (note) A 
type of Pokemon also. 
jz - Jzhidka(TIG) - place in Russia 
ka - karma(PW) 
kb - Kbel(TIG) - place in Czechoslovakia 
kc - Kcal tana(HAI) - variant of Kulchana, a nomadic tribe in Alaska 
kd - Kdyne(Hammond's Ambassador World Atlas) - town in Czechoslovakia, 
southwest of Plzen 
ke - key(PW) 
kf - Kfwetragottine(HAI) - A subdivision of Kawchottine, a group of Native 
Americans living in the Great Bear Lake in Canada 
kg - Kgatla(NCCN) - Alternate spelling of Tswana, an African clan living in 
Botswana and South Africa 
kh - khaki(PW) 
ki - kid(PW) 
kj - Kjeldahl method(MW2) - A method for the quantitative determination of 
nitrogen contained in organic substances plus the nitrogen contained in ammonia 
and ammonium 
kk - Kkhaltel(HAI) - Variant of Kaltag, a place in Alaska 
kl - kleenex(MW1) - A tissue 
km - Kmer(MW3) - Variant of Khmer, an ancient kingdom in Southeast Asia in 
the 11th century 
kn - knife(PW) 
ko - kodak(PW) - A photograph 
kp - Kpelle(MW2) - An ethnic group in Liberia 
kq - Kqlim-kwaic(HAI) - Variant of Khlimkwaish, an Alsea village on the south 
side of Alsea River. 
kr - kraal(MW1) - To put inside a pen 
ks - Ksitigarbha(MW3) - A Buddhist monk, revered in East Asian Buddhism 
kt - kthibh(MW3) - Variant spelling of kethib, a written Hebrew scripture where 
a word is not intended to be read aloud. 
ku - kudos(MW1) - Praise and honor recieved for an achievement 
kv - kvetch(MW1) - to complain 
kw - Kwangtung(MW2) - A Chinese porcelanous stoneware. 
kx - Kxatla(NCCN) - Alternate spelling of Tswana, see Kgatla 
ky - kyanise(MW1) - to treat wood with a solution of mercuric chloride to 
prevent decay 
kz - Kziba(TIG) - place in Uganda 
la - laugh(PW) 
lb - Lbarber(1966 New York Telephone Directory) - A surname 
lc - Lctamectix(HAI) - Alternate name for Seamysty, a Chinookan Native 
American tribe living at the month of the Cowlitz river 
ld - lda-man(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - A set of two kettledrums, one 
hanging in front and the other behind 
le - leaf(PW) 
lf - Lfararall(TIG) - Variant of El Feraraa, place in Lebanon 
lg - Lgulaq(HAI) - Variant of Tlegulak, a Chinookan Native American tribe 
lh - Lhasa(MW3) - The Sacred City of Lamaism, the Forbidden City in China 
li - light(PW) 
lj - Ljubljana(MW2) - The capital of Slovenia 
lk - Lkamtcin(NCCN) - Variant of Lytton, a place in Queensland 
ll - llama(PW) 
lm - Lmharba(TIG) - place in Morocco 
ln - Lnianno(TIG) - county in West Prussia, Germany 
lo - low(PW) 
lp - Lpusha(TIG) - Variant of Leupushe, place in Albania 
lq - Lqoayedi(HAI) - Variant of Hlkoayedi, a division of the Tlingit tribe at 
Klawak, Alaska. 
lr - Lrhabt(TIG) - mountiain in Syria 
ls - lsala(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - An African drum 
lt - Ltaoten(HAI) - Variant of Tautin, a division of the Takulli tribe, or the Carrier 
tribe 
lu - lunar(PW) 
lv - Lviv(MW2) - A city in Ukraine 
lw - Lwena(MW3) - Variant of Luvale, a Bantu language spoken by some people 
in Zambia 
lx - Lxor(NCCN) - Alternate name for Ksar el-Kebir, a town in Morocco 
ly - lyric(PW) 
lz - Lzna(TIG) - stream in Russia 
ma - man(PW) 
mb - mboro(MW1) - A mild form of surra, a serious disease that is transmitted 
by flies, affecting camels. 
mc - McKay(MW1) - A surname 
md - Mdewakanton(HAI) - A branch of the Sioux tribe living in Minnesota and 
South Dakota 
me - meal(PW) 
mf - Mfumbiro(NCCN) - A chain of mountains extending across the Central 
African rift valley 
mg - Mglin(Funk & Wagnalls Dictionary) - A town in the North Chernigof 
government of European Russia 
mh - mho(PW) 
mi - mint(PW) 
mj - Mjolnir(MW3) - Thor's hammer 
mk - Mkinga(TIG) - A district in Tanzania 
ml - mlechchha(MW2) - People in India that aren't Indian 
mm - mmanga(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - A cowbell made from one long 
piece of metal 
mn - mnemonic(PW) 
mo - more(PW) 
mp - Mpondo(MW3) - A division of the Xhosa 
mq - Mqabba(TIG) - place in Malta 
mr - Mrus(MW3) - A tribe in Africa. 
ms - msasa(MW2) - A type of African tree. 
mt - Mtsensk(NCCN) - A district in Russia 
mu - music(PW) 
mv - Mvele(NCCN) - A surname 
mw - mwami(MW2) - The ruler of Ruanda-Urundi, in Africa 
mx - Mxyzptlk(DC Comics) - Mr. Mxyzptlk, a villain in Superman comics 
my - my(PW) 
mz - mzee(MW2) - an elder, in Africa 
na - name(PW) 
nb - nbogoi(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - A brick-shaped block with a slit 
nc - Nchumburu(NCCN) - A tribe in Ghana 
nd - Ndebele(MW3) - A nation and ethnic group in South Africa 
ne - net(PW) 
nf - Nfehi(TIG) - place in Morocco 
ng - ngege(MW2) - A fish in Africa used for food 
nh - Nhang(MW3) - A crocodile in Iran 
ni - nine(PW) 
nj - njave(MW1) - A tropical African tree, resistant to termites 
nk - Nkole(MW3) - An ethnic group in East Africa 
nl - nlambula(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - A long drum, played when it lies on 
the ground 
nm - Nmai Hka(TIG) - river in Burma 
nn - Nnoitra(Bleach Wiki) - A character in an anime called Bleach 
no - not(PW) 
np - Npuichin(HAI) - Subdivision of the Ntlakyapamuk, a Native American 
tribe, on the west side of Fraser River. 
nq - Nquabe(NCCN) - A surname 
nr - nritya(MW3) - An Indian dance 
ns - Nsambya(MW2) - A place in Uganda 
nt - nth(PW) 
nu - numb(PW) 
nv - nvatt(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - A pluck-harp or Jew's harp 
nw - Nwanati(NCCN) - A river in Mozambique 
nx - nxonxoro(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - A bow-like instrument of South 
Africa 
ny - nylon(PW) 
nz - Nzema(MW3) - An African tribe in Ghana 
oa - oat(PW) 
ob - obey(PW) 
oc - ocean(PW) 
od - odd(PW) 
oe - oesophagus(MW1) - The esophagus 
of - off(PW) 
og - ogre(PW) 
oh - ohm(PW) 
oi - oil(PW) 
oj - Ojibwa(MW3) - A Native American tribe 
ok - okapi(PW) 
ol - olive(PW) 
om - omit(PW) 
on - onto(PW) 
oo - ooze(PW) 
op - operate(PW) 
oq - oquassa(MW1) - A type of trout found in Maine 
or - ore(PW) 
os - osmium(PW) 
ot - other(PW) 
ou - out(PW) 
ov - over(PW) 
ow - owl(PW) 
ox - ox(PW) 
oy - oyster(PW) 
oz - ozone(PW) 
pa - pal(PW) 
pb - Pbl(Mission a Ras Shamra, Volume 7(page unknown)) - Name of a king 
pc - Pchela(TIG) - place in Russia 
pd - Pdace(TIG) - Variant of Podgaytsy, place in Russia 
pe - pet(PW) 
pf - pfennig(MW1) - A German penny, before the euro was invented 
pg - Pg Wyal(Index to the Science Fiction Magazines) - The name of a science 
fiction author 
ph - physics(PW) 
pi - pin(PW) 
pj - Pjana(TIG) - river in Russia 
pk - Pkiwi-Leni(HAI) - Variant of Miami 
pl - place(PW) 
pm - Pmlk(Page 90 of Mission a Ras Shamra, Volume 7) - A man's name 
pn - pneumonia(PW) 
po - pod(PW) 
pp - Pparle(1966 Manhattan Telephone Directory) - A surname 
pq - Pqr(Page 90 of Mission a Ras Shamra, Volume 7) - Another man's name 
pr - protect(PW) 
ps - psychic(PW) 
pt - pterodactyl(PW) 
pu - put(PW) 
pv - Pvill(Chemical Abstracts) - Edward Pvill, a name that appeared in Chemical 
Abstracts without any biographical data 
pw - Pwo(MW2) - A tribe in Burma, Myanmar, or a person of that tribe 
px - pxll(X-ing a Paragrab) - Variant spelling of poll 
py - pygmy(PW) 
pz - Pzharovka(TIG) - place in Russia. Alot of Russia in the Ps! 
qa - qat(MW1) - An Arabic drug made from the leaves of a tree 
qb - Qbour el Bid(TIG) - Variant of Qubur al Bid, place in Lebanon 
qc - qcepo(Dorland's Medical Dictionary) - A kind of dermal leishmaniasis 
qd - Qdhasi ukdhi(HAI) - Variant of Khdhasiukdhin, an ancient village of the 
Osage tribe, on Neosho, a county in Missouri 
qe - qere(MW2) - The orthographic device to indicate pronunciation of the 
Hebrew language 
qf - Qfer(TIG) - Variant of Kufayr, place in Lebanon 
qg - Qgoth Heights(Ensign Flandry, Poul Anderson) - place on an alien planet 
qh - qhom(OED) - Archaic spelling of whom 
qi - qintar(PW) - A monetary unit of Albania, 1/100 of a lek 
qj - Qjt(Page 90 of Mission a Ras Shamra, Volume 7) - The name of a person 
qk - Qkipik(Guided Atlas to the World) - Vamt Qkipik, place in Libya. The first 
word can be only spelled Vamt or Vamd, but the second word can be spelled in a 
pthethora of ways, 2 of which are palindromes: Qipiq, Qkipik, Kipik, Qipik, 
Kipiq, Qqipiq, Qapiq, and more. 
ql - Qltlasen(HAI) - Variant of Kltlasen, a division of the Songish tribe, near 
McNeill bay, in British Columbia 
qm - Qmuskiem(HAI) - Variant of Musqueam, a Native American tribe living in 
British Columbia 
qn - Qnicapous(HAI) - Variant of Kickapoo, a Native American tribe living in 
Oklahoma and Texas 
qo - qoph(MW1) - The 19th letter of the Hebrew alphabet 
qp - Qpkwins(The Enigma) - Pseudonym of William A. Quinn 
qq - Qquechua(Names of South American Tribes) - Variant of Quechua, a South 
American tribe liing in Peru and Bolivia, and some other countries 
qr - qre(MW3) - Variant of qere, see qere under QE 
qs - Qsaloqul(HAI) - Variant of Ksalokul, a subdivision of the Nanaimo, a 
Native American tribe living in British Columbia. Again? 
qt - Qtlumi(HAI) - Variant of Lummi, a native American tribe in Washington 
qu - quite(PW) 
qv - qvint(MW3) - Variant of kvint, a Danish weight of approximately 77 grams 
qw - qwere(OED) - Archaic spelling of where 
qx - Qxowqs(HAI) - Spirit of the Klallam, four related Native American 
communities 
qy - Qyrghyz(MW3) - Variant of Kyrgyz, a Turkic tribe living in Kyrgyzstan 
qz - Qzinnaya(Abdel Krim: Emir of the Rif) - Tribe of the Rif 
ra - rat(PW) 
rb - rbairbe(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - A name for the Jew's Harp in 
Freiberge, a place in Switzerland 
rc - Rchuch-edi(HAI) - Variant of Hokedi, a subdivision of the Tlingit tribe in 
Wrangell, a place in Alaska 
rd - Rdzak(1972 Chicago Telephone Directory) - A surname 
re - real(PW) 
rf - Rfiaa(TIG) - Variant of Ar Rafi'ah, place in Syria 
rg - Rgwe(NCCN) - A surname 
rh - rhea(PW) - A type of bird 
ri - rid(PW) 
rj - Rjukanfoss(NCCN) - The name of a boat in Norway 
rk - rkang-gling(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - A trumpet or horn made out of a 
human femur 
rl - Rlai's Sas(TIG) - locality in Mauritania 
rm - Rma(Dictionary of Weird Facts) - Tibetan person 
rn - rnga-ch'un(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - A Tibetan hourglass-shaped drum 
made out of two attached halves. 
ro - rod(PW) 
rp - rpdrpd(Finnegan's Wake) - Page 234, meaning "very rapidly" 
rq - Rquai'na(TIG) - Variant of Rekai'na, place in Morocco 
rr - Rrayados(HAI) - Alternate name for Tawehash, a Native American tribe 
living in Texas and Oklahoma 
rs - rsi(MW2) - repetitive strain(or stress) injury 
rt - rta(MW2) - The principle of order in Vedic tradition 
ru - run(PW) 
rv - rvn(OED) - Archaic spelling of run 
rw - Rwala(MW2) - An Arabian tribe regarded as true Bedouins, nomadic Arabs 
rx - Rxo-yines tunne(HAI) - Variant of Rgheyinestunne, a village of the 
Mishikhwutmetunne, a Native American tribe, in Coquille, a place in Oregon. 
ry - rye(PW) 
rz - Rzeszow(MW3) - A city in Poland 
sa - safe(PW) 
sb - sbrinz(MW2) - A hard Swiss cheese 
sc - school(PW) 
sd - sdrucciola(MW1) - Being or exhibiting triple rhyme in which the last accent 
falls on the 3rd to last syllable 
se - set(PW) 
sf - sferics(MW2) - Radio interference produced by electromagnetic radiation 
sg - sgabello(MW2) - An chair used in the Renaissance consisting of a stool with 
an upright back. 
sh - she(PW) 
si - sit(PW) 
sj - sjambok(MW2) - A long, stiff whip 
sk - skeleton(PW) 
sl - sleep(PW) 
sm - smile(PW) 
sn - sneeze(PW) 
so - soap(PW) 
sp - speak(PW) 
sq - square(PW) 
sr - sriracha(MW1) - A Korean spicy sauce 
ss - ssu(MW3) - A Chinese weight 
st - star(PW) 
su - sue(PW) 
sv - svelte(PW) 
sw - swim(PW) 
sx - Sxqomic(HAI) - Variant of Squamish, a place in British Columbia or the 
tribe that lives there 
sy - system(PW) 
sz - szmikite(MW2) - A mineral that contains water 
ta - table(PW) 
tb - Tbilisi(NCCN) - The old capital of Georgia. What's funny is that the new 
one, Atlanta, is univocalic to A, and the old one, Tbilisi, is univocalic to I! 
tc - tchaviche(MW3) - A type of salmon on the Pacific Ocean that is blue or 
green. A very big fish. 
td - Tda-bo(HAI) - Variant of Tabo, the subdivision of the Hopi, a Native 
American tribe that lives in Arizona, that represents the Rabbit. 
te - tea(PW) 
tf - tfillin(MW2) - A set of black leather boxes containing scrolls. 
tg - Tguas(HAI) - Variant of Tigua, a place in El Paso, a city on the Texas-
Mexico border 
th - the(PW) 
ti - time(PW) 
tj - tjaele(MW2) - Permanently frozen ground. 
tk - Tkuayaum(HAI) - Variant of Tagwayaum, a village of the lower section of 
the Ntlakyapamuk tribe 
tl - tlaco(MW2) - A small coin used in Mexico in the 19th century, 1/8 of a real, 
the basic monetary unit of Spain and Mexico 
tm - tmesis(MW1) - Putting a word inside another word: "a whole nother place" 
tn - tnoyim(MW3) - Formal conditions or agreement made at a Jewish wedding 
to - top(PW) 
tp - Tpelois(HAI) - Alternate name for Natchez, a place in Mississippi 
tq - Tquayum(HAI) - See Tkuayaum 
tr - tree(PW) 
ts - tsar(PW) - Variant of czar 
tt - ttinya(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - A guitar in Peru 
tu - tug(PW) 
tv - Tvashtri(NCCN) - The Hindu God of Creation 
tw - two(PW) 
tx - Txeixtskune(HAI) - Variant of Thethlkhuttunne, a former village of the 
Chastacosta, a North American tribe, on the North side of Rogue, Oregon. 
ty - tying(PW) 
tz - tzar(PW) - Variant of czar 
ua - uakari(MW1) - A type of South American monkey 
ub - ubiquity(PW) 
uc - ucuuba(MW1) - A type of Brazilian tree 
ud - udder(PW) 
ue - Uechtland(NCCN) - Fribourg, a place in Switzerland 
uf - ufer(MW2) - A "ufer" ground is a concrete-encased grounding electrode. 
ug - ugly(PW) 
uh - uhlan(MW1) - A cavalryman armed with a lance in European armies 
ui - uinal(MW1) - A Mayan month 
uj - uji(MW1) - A disease that silkworms get caused by a type of fly 
uk - ukulele(PW) 
ul - ultra(PW) 
um - umbrella(PW) 
un - undo(PW) 
uo - Uon-a-gan(HAI) - Variant of Howgan, a town on Long Island, Alaska 
up - upon(PW) 
uq - Uqair(TIG) - Al Uqair, place in Saudi Arabia 
ur - urn(PW) 
us - use(PW) 
ut - utter(PW) 
uu - Uusimaa(NCCN) - place in Finland 
uv - uvula(PW) 
uw - uwarowite(MW1) - An emerald-colored garnet 
ux - uxorious(MW1) - Loyal to one's wife 
uy - Uyada(NCCN) - A surname 
uz - uzara(MW2) - The root of a South African herb 
va - vat(PW) 
vb - vberte(OED) - Archaic spelling of uberty, growth. It starts... 
vc - vch(OED) - Archaic spelling of each 
vd - vdder(OED) - Archaic spelling of udder 
ve - vent(PW) 
vf - Vfuta(TIG) - stream in Zambia 
vg - vgg(OED) - Archaic spelling of vug, a cavity in a rock lined with minerals 
vh - vheet(OED) - Archaic spelling of whit, a very small amount 
vi - view(PW) 
vj - Vjada(TIG) - stream in Russia. 
vk - Vkhodni Point(TIG) - Variant of Mys Vkhodnoy, cape in Russia. 
vl - vlei(MW1) - A shallow pool of water 
vm - vmbe(OED) - Archaic spelling of umbe, around 
vn - Vnnagoungos(HAI) - Alternate name for Abenaki, a Native American tribe 
living in Maine and Quebec 
vo - vote(PW) 
vp - Vpelois(HAI) - Variant of Apilua, the White Apple Village 
vr - vroom(PW) 
vs - Vsetin(NCCN) - A town in the Czech Republic 
vt - Vtiangue(HAI) - Variant of Autiamque, the town where Hernando de Soto 
made his trip to. 
vu - vulgar(PW) 
vv - vvall(OED) - Archaic spelling of wall 
vw - Vwang(TIG) - place in Nigeria 
vx - vxorious(OED) - Archaic spelling of uxorious, see uxorious under UX 
vy - vying(PW) 
vz - Vzvoz(TIG) - place in Russia 
wa - wall(PW) 
wb - Wbbenes(Nylands Ortnamn, deras Former och forekomst till ar 1600, page 
372) - Variant of Obbnas, place in Finland, in Uusimaa 
wc - Wcislo(1967 London Telephone Directory) - A surname 
wd - Wdo-o(HAI) - Variant of Ottawa, the capital of Canada 
we - wet(PW) 
wf - Wfoulkes(1963-4 Manhattan Telephone Directory) - A surname 
wg - wg(OED) - Archaic spelling of ug, to feel dread 
wh - white(PW) 
wi - win(PW) 
wj - Wjatka(TIG) - Alternate spelling of Viatka, city in European Russia 
wk - Wkra(TIG) - river in Poland 
wl - Wladislaw I(NCCN) - The King of Poland from 1261 to 1333 
wm - wmest(OED) - Archaic spelling of umest, outermost 
wn - Wnoghquetookoke(HAI) - Alternate name for Stockbridge, the capital of a 
confederacy. 
wo - worm(PW) 
wp - wp(OED) - Archaic spelling of up 
wq - Wql(Page 92 of Mission a Ras Shamra, Volume 7) - Yet another man's 
name 
wr - wrath(PW) 
ws - Wschowa(NCCN) - City in Poland 
wt - wtouth(OED) - Archaic spelling of outwith or utouth, outside 
wu - wunderkind(PW) - A person who achieves great success when young 
wv - Wv-ro-hae(Wv-ro-hae) - A collection of Ioway Indian language hymns 
ww - Wwhimsey(Source lost) - A poetry magazine published in 1955 and 1956. 
wx - Wxindon(Place Names of Middlesex) - Variant of Uxendon, farm in 
London 
wy - wyvern(MW1) - A type of dragon in mythology 
wz - Wzzino(British Museum General Catalogue) - Francesco Wzzino, a Maltese 
translater 
xa - xanthic(MW1) - yellow-ish. 
xb - Xbonil(TIG) - village in Mexico 
xc - Xcan(TIG) - place in Mexico 
xd - xdixus(X-ing a Paragrab) - Yet another X-ing a Paragrab word, variant 
spelling of odious 
xe - xenon(PW) 
xf - Xfzpjt(Popeye) - A character named in the Popeye comic strip of February 
21, 1934. He says when done talking to someone, "I have to go see Mr. Xfzpjt". 
xg - xguthe(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - A stringed instrument used in South 
Africa. 
xh - Xhosa(MW1) - An African ethnic group, or a member of it, living in South 
Africa. 
xi - xiphoid(MW1) - sword-shaped, or a bone 
xj - Xjimenez(NCCN) - A surname 
xk - Xkalak(TIG) - place in Mexico 
xl - Xletra(TIG) - railroad stop in Yucatan, Mexico 
xm - Xmas(PW) - Christmas 
xn - Xnail(TIG) - place in Mexico 
xo - xoanon(MW1) - An image of a deity cut into wood 
xp - Xptianos Manssos(HAI) - "Christian Manso", a Native American tribe 
xq - Xquiq(The Book of Mayan Mythology) - The maiden wife of the spittle of 
Hunhun-Ahpu 
xr - xray(PW) - Variant of x-ray 
xs - Xstmas(OED) - Archaic spelling of Christmas. It was Xstmas, then Xtmas, 
and now Xmas. What,s next, Xas? Xs? X? ? 
xt - Xtmas(OED) - See Xstmas. This is a final farewell to archaic zpellings! 
xu - xurel(MW2) - A type of fish with big eyes 
xv - Xvarsi(TIG) - place in Russia 
xw - Xwaxots(HAI) - Variant of Wharhoots, a former village of the Chinook, a 
Native American tribe. 
xx - xx-disease(MW3) - A diease of cattle that thickens their hide, and other 
things 
xy - xylophone(PW) 
xz - Xzyit(1973 San Francisco Telephone Directory) - A surname 
ya - yard(PW) 
yb - Ybbs(NCCN) - A river in Lower Austria 
yc - yclept(PW) - "Named" 
yd - Ydgrun(Erewhon) - A character in Erewhon 
ye - yell(PW) 
yf - yfere(MW2) - Together 
yg - Yggdrasil(NCCN) - The Tree of Life in Norse mythology 
yh - yheku(Music Lovers' Encyclopedia) - A Jew's harp, again 
yi - yield(PW) 
yj - Yjar(NCCN) - A surname 
yk - ykid(OED) - A word meaning "made known", as in "this thing was ykid" 
yl - ylang(MW2) - A type of tree with flowers that grouws in the Philippines 
ym - Ymir(NCCN) - The name of a frost giant in Norse mythology 
yn - ynambu(MW3) - A large type of ground-bird(as opposed to tree-bird) that 
lives in Brazil and Argentina 
yo - you(PW) 
yp - yperite(MW1) - A poisonous gas used as a chemical weapon 
yq - Yquitos(NCCN) - Variant of Iquito, see Iquito under IQ 
yr - Yriarte(NCCN) - Charles Yriarte, a French writer 
ys - Ysleta(HAI) - See Jsleta under JS 
yt - yttrium(PW) 
yu - yucca(PW) 
yv - Yvetot(NCCN) - A commune in France 
yw - ywis(MW2) - Certainly 
yx - Yxcaguayo(HAI) - Variant of Guayoguia, a division of the Pueblo tribe 
yy - yye(MW1) - Archaic spelling of eye 
yz - Yzeure(NCCN) - A commune in France, again. 
za - zany(PW) 
zb - Zboj(TIG) - place in Czechoslovakia 
zc - Zchenis-Zkali(TIG) - Alternate spelling of Tskhenis-Tskali, stream in 
Russia. Another double-entry! 
zd - Zdarsky tent(MW2) - A light sheet of cloth to replace a tent 
ze - zero(PW) 
zf - zfoot(OED) - A euphemism for "God's foot": As "zounds" comes from 
"God's wounds", "zfoot" comes from "God's foot". 
zg - Zgierz(NCCN) - A town in Poland 
zh - Zhdanov(MW3) - The name of a Soviet politician 
zi - zip(PW) 
zj - Zjen Kuttchin(HAI) - Variant of Vuntakutchin, a Native American tribe. 
Whereabouts unknown. 
zk - Zchenis-Zkali - see Zchenis-Zkali under ZC 
zl - zloty(PW) - The currency of Poland 
zm - Zmudz(MW2) - A language spoken in Poland 
zn - Znojmo(NCCN) - A town in the Czech Republic 
zo - zoo(PW) 
zp - zpider(Fairy Chess Review) - A new chess piece, of "spider" 
zq - Zqaq el Qoubab(TIG) - Alternate spelling of Zuqaq al Qibab, cultivated area 
in Lebanon 
zr - Zrinyi(NCCN) - A Hungarian assault gun in World War 2 
zs - Zsigmondy(NCCN) - Karl Zsigmondy, prover of a mathematical theorem 
zt - Ztolam(HAI) - Alternate name for Sulujame, a Coahuiltecan tribe 
represented at the Antonio de Valero mission. 
zu - zucchini(PW) 
zv - Zvolen(NCCN) - A town in Slovakia. 
zw - zweiback(MW1) - A sweetened bread with eggs in it 
zx - Zx(British Museum General Catalogue) - Zu Zx, pseudonym of S.H.C. 
Beyer 
zy - zyme(PW) 
zz - Zzyzx Springs(TIG) - place in San Bernardino, California 
 
Some of the words have accents that I removed. 
Dmitri Borgmann's book Beyond Language inspired me to do this. 
Some of the telephone directory sources are from there, some are from various 
other Word Ways articles. 
 
That is the the end of our wordlist. We have managed to solve 675 of the 676 
combinations at the beginning of a word: all except VQ. Look there, VQ is 
missing. In 1967, 49 of the digraphs were unsolved, as noted by Beyond 
Language, Dmitri Borgmann's book: 
BQ, CD, DF, DQ, FB, FC, FD, FM, FP, FV, FZ, HB, HD, HF, HQ, HX, JC, JP, 
JQ, JT, JZ, LF, NF, PB, PD, PG, QB, QF, QG, QJ, QK, QX, QZ, RF, RM, RQ, 
VF, VQ, VW, WB, WF, WQ, XD, XJ, XK, XV, ZP, ZQ, and ZX. 
 
In 1985, that was narrowed down to 6, in a Word Ways article called "Terminal 
Bigrams": 
FP, HX, JQ, QK, VQ, and XD. 
 
First found were HX and XD using words from X-ing a Paragrab. 
Then, FP was used at the beginning of a C command since nothing else worked. 
 
The word with JQ was found in a book that was written after 1985, so it wasn't 
listed. 
Now we have QK and VQ left. 
In the middle of the Guided Atlas of the World, the place name Vamt Qipik was 
found, where the last word may be spelled Qkipik. 
 
That leaves VQ. The last man standing. 
If only there were 10 more quizzes(M-quiz through V-quiz). I know Rafe 
wouldn't like that, but it's for the honor of logology. 
English will finally become a zero redundancy language. The honors of English 
will be upheld. 
Everything will be good again. 
With 0.1479% redundancy and 99.852% relative entropy, we are one step away 
from becoming a perfect language! 
 
We looked in all of our sources, only to find nothing: 
PW: skips from "voyeur" to "vroom". 
MW1,2,3: skips from "voyeur" to "vrille". 
OED: skips from "vpside"(upside) to "vrac" 
HAI: skips from "Vpland Indianes" to "Vrribarracuxi". 
NCCN: skips from "Vozta" to "Vrana". 
TIG: skips from "Vpunah" to "Vrana". 
 
Maybe you will find it? If you do find it, please put it in the May 2020 Word 









Word-lovers, logologists and others interested in words know that 
PNEUMONOULTRAMICROSCOPICSILICOVOLCANOCONIOSIS is generally regarded as “the 
longest word in the dictionary”, at 45 letters. To be more specific, it appears in Webster’s 
Third New International Dictionary, the Unabridged Merriam-Webster website, and the 
Oxford English Dictionary. According to Wikipedia, the word first appeared in the 1939 
supplement to Webster’s New International Dictionary, Second Edition – but my 1958 
edition of Webster’s Second spells the word with a K rather than the now familiar C – thus, 
PNEUMONOULTRAMICROSCOPICSILICOVOLCANOKONIOSIS. For the remainder of this 
article, I’ll work with the C spelling, rather than the K spelling. 
 
Most sources state that the word was invented (probably by Everett M. Smith, president of 
the National Puzzlers' League in 1935 – his nom was Puzzlesmith) in imitation of polysyllabic 
medical terms, alleged to mean ‘a lung disease caused by the inhalation of very fine sand 
and ash dust’ but occurring only as an instance of a very long word.  
 
It’s noteworthy that the number of letters, 45, can be factored in a number of ways – 15 x 3, 
9 x 5, 5 x 9 and 3 x 15. This suggested some of the ideas for this article. Could I find fifteen  
3-letter words using all the letters of 
PNEUMONOULTRAMICROSCOPICSILICOVOLCANOCONIOSIS? Similarly, could I find nine  
5-letter words; and five 9-letter words; and, most challenging, could I find three 15-letter 
words? 
 
Finding fifteen 3-letter words is easy. There are probably many solutions; here’s just one:  
CAR  CIS  COL  CON  COO  ILL  ION  MOP  OVA  POO  RIM  SET  SIC  SUN  UNI 
 
Finding nine 5-letter words is relatively straightforward. Again, many solutions are possible, 
but here’s my first solution:  
COCCI  COCOA  ILIUM  INION  MOONS  SINES  SLURP  TROOP  VOCAL 
 
Finding five 9-letter words involved a few false starts. My first solution is below, but note 
that the fifth word isn’t a typo for NINCOMPOOP, but a variant spelling found in the Oxford 
English Dictionary: 
ATROCIOUS  COLLISION  CONCLAVES  CRIMINOUS  NICOMPOOP 
 
Finding three 15-letter words using the letters of 
PNEUMONOULTRAMICROSCOPICSILICOVOLCANOCONIOSIS is much more challenging. In 
short, I haven’t been able to find three 15-letter words. I have been able to come up with 
near-solutions involving two 15-letter words and a third word with 10, 11, 12 and 13 letters. 
So, the challenge for readers is to find a solution using three 15-letter words, or even a near-
solution with two 15-letter words and one 14-letter word. Here are some of my near-
solutions: 
 
15-15-10:  MICROPOICILITIC UNCONSCIOUSNESS   MONOCARPAL 
 
15-15-11:  CERVICOSCAPULAR NONMONOPOLISTIC   MONOSILICIC 
15-15-11: MICROPOICILITIC  NONSUCCESSIONAL   MONOCARPOUS 
15-15-11: NONICONOCLASTIC SEMICONSPICUOUS   MICROVILLAR 
 
15-15-12: CERVICOMUSCULAR MONOPOLISATIONS     COLONOSCOPIC 
15-15-12: MICROPOICILITIC NONVALOROUSNESS   COLONOSCOPIC 
15-15-12: MICROPOICILITIC NONVAPOROUSNESS   MALOCCLUSION 
15-15-12: NONMONOPOLISTIC OCCLUSOCERVICAL       PARSIMONIOUS 
 
15-15-13: NONMONOPOLISTIC OSCILLARIACEOUS   UNMICROSCOPIC 
 
Can any reader find a 15-15-14 near-solution, or even a perfect 15-15-15 solution? 
 
Moving away from near-solutions involving 15-letter words, what can be achieved with 
words of 10 or more letters? I’ve summarised my best finds below, but readers can feel free 
to improve on them. 
 
Four 10-letter words + one 5-letter word (10-10-10-10-5): 
COLLISIONS  CONCOCTION  PERISCOPIC  VOLUMINOUS  AROMA 
 
Four 11-letter words + one letter (11-11-11-11-1): 
APPARITIONS  MICROCOSMIC  UNCONSCIOUS  VIOLONCELLO  O 
 
Three 12-letter words + one 9-letter word (12-12-12-9): 
CLONICOTONIC  CIRCUMVOISIN  MONOSEPALOUS  ACROPOLIS 
 
Three 13-letter words + one 6-letter word (13-13-13-6): 
CIRCUMCLUSION  COMICOPROSAIC  NONVOLITIONAL  OOPSES 
 
Three 14-letter words + one 3-letter word (14-14-14-3): 
Zilch! This is a significant challenge, and readers are invited to find a solution. 
 
Two 14-letter words + one 13-letter word + one 4-letter word (14-14-13-4): 
MUCOCELLULOSIC  AMINOPROPIONIC  CONSOCIATIONS  VORS 
 
My Scrabble-playing friend Allan Simmons (from Coldingham, Scotland) managed to 
construct a couple of 14-14-13-4 solutions, but each uses a word outside of my regular 
dictionaries. Wikipedia has CONOCLINIOPSIS, a genus of flowering plants in the daisy family: 
CIRCUMVOLATION  CONOCLINIOPSIS  CONIOSPERMOUS  COAL   
CIRCUMVOLATION  CONOCLINIOPSIS  COLONOSCOPIES  ARUM 
 
Finally, I wondered if there was any three-word solution using all the letters of 
PNEUMONOULTRAMICROSCOPICSILICOVOLCANOCONIOSIS, regardless of length of the 
solution words. Perhaps 18-14-13 or 19-13-13 or 20-13-12 or any of the other combinations. 
Unfortunately, the longer the potential solution words are, the more likely it is that they use 
the limited number of ‘useful’ letters – there’s only two A’s, one E, two R’s and one T. The 
excessive number of C’s, I’s and O’s tends to make it impossible to find a genuine three-
word solution. For example, starting with the 20-letter SPECTROMICROSCOPICAL, it uses 
five of the six ‘useful’ letters, and leaves a concentration of I’s, N’s and O’s. However, … 
  
While a three-word solution seems impossible, I wondered whether it would be possible to 
find a solution using three multi-word terms – for example, personal names, place names, 
and phrases. After a fair degree of searching, I eventually managed to construct this  
three-term solution: 
PAOLO  CIRINO  POMICINO 
INCLUSIVE  CLASSROOMS 
COCONUT 
 
And the definitions: 
Paolo Cirino Pomicino : an Italian politician, born September 1939, elected to the Italian 
Chamber of Deputies in the 2006 general election (listed in Wikipedia); 
inclusive classrooms : a term used in American pedagogy to describe classrooms in which all 
students, irrespective of their abilities or skills, are welcomed holistically (also in Wikipedia); 
coconut : no definition needed! 
 
As a final thought, perhaps the investigations in this article could be reworked using the K 
spelling of PNEUMONOULTRAMICROSCOPICSILICOVOLCANOCONIOSIS – ie 
PNEUMONOULTRAMICROSCOPICSILICOVOLCANOKONIOSIS. How significantly different 
would the results be? 
 
 
Footnote: except where noted, all the solution words can be found in at least one of Webster’s Third Edition, 
Webster’s Second Edition, the Oxford English Dictionary, the Random House Dictionary, and Collins English 











Reinhold Aman, known as “the oracle of opprobrium”, “the Noah Webster of verbal aggression”,
and “the world’s foremost authority on swearing”, died on March 2, 2019 at the age of 82. Aman
was the founder and president of Maledicta: The International Research Center for the Study of
Verbal Aggression, and served as the full­time editor of its eponymous journal. For nearly three
decades, Maledicta published collections and studies of some of the most vile and vulgar, but
oftentimes also the most creative, uses of human language. Aman himself penned many of the
journal’s articles, as well as a number of standalone books on wordplay and slang.
Chemistry, curses, and cacademia
Reinhold “Rey” Aman was born on April 8, 1936 in the Bavarian market town of Fürstenzell. A
chemical engineer by training, he emigrated to North America in 1957, but in 1961 he gave up
a lucrative career in the petrochemical industry to obtain a teaching degree in German from the
University of Wisconsin. He went on to postgraduate studies at the University of Texas, earning
a doctorate in medieval German literature in 1968. His 275­page dissertation analyzed the 151
battle scenes in Parzival, a heroic epic of the 13th century. In 1968 he returned to the University
of Wisconsin (later split off into the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee) to serve as Assistant
Professor of German.
Already as a doctoral student, Aman had found his research interests drawn towards verbal abuse.
During a seminar on dialectology, he had come across a 19th­century list of German words and
phrases and began translating them into his native dialect. Among the entries was the threat, “Ich
schlage dich gleich mit dem Kochlöffel um die Ohren, du Affe.” (“I’m going to knock you on the
ears with a cooking spoon, you monkey.”) Aman’s interest was piqued. “Why call a human being
a monkey?” he asked himself. “That night,” he later recalled, “I compiled from memory a list of
200 other animal metaphors in my native Bavarian language.” As a faculty member, Aman revised
and expanded this list of zoonymic slurs into the Bayrisch­österreichisches Schimpfwörterbuch, a
206­page dictionary of Austro­Bavarian curse words that was published in 1973. The book was a
success in Europe, going through five further editions and remaining in print to this day.
Aman meanwhile broadened and deepened his research into verbal aggression, accumulating a vast
archive of books, theses, scholarly articles, press clippings, and other materials, all meticulously
catalogued on nearly 5000 index cards. His reputation as an expert on cursing became such that,
at the height of the Watergate scandal, he was quoted by journalists on the profanities redacted
from Nixon’s White House tapes. His teaching methods, too, attracted interest, from students and
pedagogical experts alike. In February 1971 he launched Laugh and Learn, a magazine aimed at
making second language learning more enjoyable through the use of humour and wordplay. As
Aman explained in The Modern Language Journal, the scholarly organ of the National Federation
of Modern Language Teachers Associations,
Presently, our students are fed literary, edifying, or encyclopedic material mainly—
hardly the correct approach to stimulate genuine interest in learning a language. What
we need more of in class is a good belly laugh.
Having experimented with German jokes, puns, limericks, riddles, etc. in my Conver­
sation and Composition classes, I enjoyed watching the students’ appreciation of this
kind of material; they do not bewail getting away from pattern drills based on snippets
of Thomas Mann’s writings. By their inherently greater appeal, short jokes, etc.—
containing of course all grammatical topics from vocabulary and syntax to everyday
idioms—are superior to all edifying material. To get students to talk freely, and to
enjoy doing it, short humorous material is ideal: many students memorize the jokes
just for the fun of it, and so that they can tell them to their friends and families.
Aman’s University of Wisconsin colleagues were unimpressed with his unorthodox research fo­
cus and teaching methods. In 1974 the executive committee of the German department fired him,
claiming that his conduct had been detrimental and demoralizing and that his research was of insuf­
ficient quality and quantity. Aman didn’t buy any of it. “It’s pure professional jealousy,” he told
one reporter on the eve of his dismissal. “I’ve been denied tenure because I’m trying to improve our
program.” To another, he reflected, “A professor should be an excellent researcher and teacher, but
there was instead an importance placed on committees.” The experience imbued in him a lifelong
bitterness toward academia in general and his alma mater in particular, which he often expressed
through clever coinages such as “cacademia”.
Cunning linguist, lewd logologist
Determined to continue his life’s work, Aman immediately founded Maledicta: The International
Research Center for the Study of Verbal Aggression, a loosely structured society of scholars and
intellectuals, and its publishing arm, Maledicta Press. These operations, which he ran from his
home office in Waukesha, Wisconsin, became his full­time occupation and the sole means of sup­
port for his young family. Aman personally handled all aspects of the business, including editing,
proofreading, and even typesetting its books and journals, as well as tirelessly promoting it in the
mass and scholarly media.
The Center’s flagship publication,Maledicta: The International Journal of Verbal Aggression, was
the first and only journal devoted entirely to the study of aggressive language, including obscenities,
blasphemies, profanities, curses, insults, slurs, put­downs, and bawdy or offensive humour. As with
its contemporary Word Ways, which then­editor Ross Eckler described as “lying on the midpoint
of a spectrum from popular magazine to scholarly journal”, Aman’s aim was to print material that
was at once erudite and entertaining; sagacious but not self­absorbed. As he wrote in his inaugural
editorial,
…we must never let Maledicta be perverted into another cacademic bore. While pre­
cision and thoroughness are a sine qua non, I will not let this human province be dehu­
manized by silly pseudo­scientific statistics, show­offish footnotes or other cacademic
claptrap aimed to impress impressible Executive Committees, Cacademic Administra­
tors, and other biodegradable nitwits. Wit, in every sense of the word, always will be
welcomed to provide comic relief, as it were, in this essentially depressing work which
documents human intolerance and nastiness the world over.
Accordingly, the journal’s content was provided by an impressively broad array of contributors—
not only linguists, philologists, psychologists, anthropologists, folklorists, and sociologists, but
also lawyers, doctors, filmmakers, actors, novelists, and comedians. Vulgar language being one
of the most fertile grounds for linguistic creativity, Maledicta printed a great number of articles
on rhymes, puns, spoonerisms, nonce terms, and other forms wordplay—articles that, but for their
focus on the lewd and the offensive, would have been just as at home here in Word Ways. And
indeed, there was a rather healthy measure of cross­pollination between the two journals, with
many authors (including Joseph T. Shipley, Leonard R. N. Ashley, AllenWalker Read, and Richard
Lederer) contributing material to both. Aman himself was a frequent correspondent to our own
“Colloquy” department, and its Maledicta counterpart, “Inter­Curse”, printed the following letter
of appreciation from Eckler in 1980:
I find Maledicta interesting because I see many parallels in our efforts to single­
handedly publish journals in new, neglected fields of intellectual endeavor. My first
reaction to Maledicta was: is there enough material in this field to support a journal?
The answer to this is emphatically yes, and in fact I now suspect that you have picked
a field of research that is far too large for one man to handle. Verbal aggression was
and is practiced in all times and cultures, and a comparative study of this boggles the
mind! If you could collect all the relevant material in one place, it would fill a library
of considerable size, and keep hundreds of people busy for years piecing together the
relationships. Still, one must start somewhere.
Originally, I was somewhat put off by the rather vituperative tone of parts ofMaledicta,
particularly your repeated attacks on cacademia (though, heaven knows, you seem
to have had ample provocation). I now view this as a McLuhanesque device—the
medium is the message; what more appropriate place to illustrate verbal aggression
than a journal examining its characteristics?
I do have one worry, voiced by other readers: by studying and perhaps popularizing
swear­words and the more taboo forms of abuse, you take away the very power that
makes them attractive to the user—new ones will have to be devised, which in turn
must be discarded when they become less shocking. (A bit like quantum mechanics,
perhaps?) Still, the worry may be needless—most readers and contributors to your
journal are white­collar types, whereas most of the verbal abuse takes place in very
different circles.
Keep up the good work; you’re codifying (no pun intended) a little­understood area
on the border of linguistics and psychology. The more neglected the field, the more
significant are the discoveries that can be made.
Aman’s interest in linguistic creativity was not limited to expressions of abuse, however. As pre­
viously mentioned, he was an avid reader of Word Ways and mailed in comments on all a manner
of logological phenomena, from garden­variety puns, puzzles, and palindromes to exotic foreign
figures of speech. Maledicta itself included a wealth of standalone linguistic and typographical
jokes that Aman would use to bookend articles or fill otherwise unused space in the front and back




Although I typesetMaledicta very carefully and wi­
th much love, the bloody typesetting computer hyp­
henates some words awkwardly. It can’t be helped.
In 1973 and 1974, Aman authored and self­published three volumes of what he termed “word­
plays”, but which might more properly be called concrete poems or calligrams—typographical ar­
rangements of words that form thematically related images. Below are some of his tamer examples,
playing on the German words for “balloon” and “scales”:





Aman also helped popularize a genre of Tom Swifty–style, sexually suggestive puns: “Lawyers do
it on a trial basis”, “Cardiologists do it heartily”, and so forth. He compiled and published a bound
collection of these, How Do They Do It? A Collection of Wordplays Revealing the Sexual Proclivi­
ties of Man and Beast, in 1983. Regrettably, the promised second volume never materialized.
Notoriety and fame
WhileMaledictawas warmly and enthusiastically received by the logological community, it caused
quite a stir in academia proper. To give just one example, in “The Smut Smiths”, a scathing review
that took up nearly half a Times Literary Supplement broadsheet, esteemed British linguist Ran­
dolph Quirk mercilessly railed against the nascent journal:
The aim of the new journal is to “publish any material sufficiently ‘offensive’ to be
rejected by the standard scholarly journals”, and the editor, Reinhold Aman, is to be
congratulated for demonstrating so conclusively that this aim can be fulfilled. More
than fulfilled, indeed, since most of the pieces in the first number would probably have
earned rejection on virtually any grounds… TheMaledicta contributions are character­
ized chiefly by an orgiastic indulgence in uninhibited smut, a richesse without embar­
ras of the corniest porn that could be dredged up. And all with the rather mystifying
air of being outrageously audacious.
Aman, for his part, seemed to relish the controversy, hitting back at Quirk with irreverent rebuttals
and even a few dirty tricks. “Just what possessed that hitherto respected scholar to expose himself
worldwide as an asinus britannicus?” Amanwrote to the TLS editor. “Abhorred, he screeches about
the ‘filthy’ rectum and genitals of our baby, incapable of lifting his eyes to see the body, limbs,
head, mind and soul of the newborn journal.” To Aman’s immense satisfaction, TLS printed his
invective­laden letter in full. As if that weren’t enough, formany years Aman ran advertisements for
Maledicta that prominently quoted Quirk’s review, twisting the words into a ringing endorsement:
“…the editor, Reinhold Aman, is to be congratulated…” RANDOLPH QUIRK, Pro­
fessor of English, University College London (Times Lit. Suppl., 1977:1004).
Decades later, Aman still delighted in taking responsibility for the first known appearance of the
word “cunt” in TLS, which Quirk’s review had quoted from Maledicta, and which had triggered a
flurry of reader complaints.
The over­the­top pooh­poohing of Maledicta by academic bigwigs served only to cement Aman’s
public reputation as the world’s foremost authority on aggressive language. Maledicta came to
be featured in TIME, Newsweek, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Washington
Post, and assorted newswire stories, and its editor’s wittily expressed expertise was frequently so­
licited for talk shows, news stories, and documentary films on swearing, slurs, and other naughty
words. Even some academic communities—particularly those in emerging or marginalized fields
of research—came to recognize the importance and usefulness of Aman’s work. Maledicta was
appreciatively reviewed by scholars in American Humor, Aggressive Behavior, The Journal of Sex
Research, and Library Journal, who praised it for filling a lacuna in their respective fields. (“And,
as you know, there is no greater satisfaction than filling a lacuna, or having a lacuna filled,” Aman
had once presciently quipped.) As the journal’s popularity grew, Aman received and accepted in­
vitations to deliver lectures and keynotes for the World Humor and Irony Membership (“Dingbat,
Dungheap and Dunce: Metaphoric Terms of Abuse in English and Other Tongues”), the Interna­
tional Society for General Semantics (“Pshitt, Fockink and Dunk: How Not to Name Your Prod­
uct”), the American Name Society (“Terms of Endearment and Abuse for Women’s Breasts and
Other Naughty Body Parts”), and other scholarly associations.
Maledictus interruptus
To Aman, who was not simply a scholar but also a skilled practitioner of abusive language, cursing
was a psychologically and socially useful activity. “Cursing and swearing drains off that steam
we build up inside ourselves,” he explained in one interview. “It’s better to drain off by words
than by knives. An invective is the civilized equivalent of a club.” But this point of view, despite
also having been expounded by such luminaries as Sigmund Freud, did not serve him well in the
aftermath of his acrimonious divorce. Following a trial on division of assets and the issuance of
the divorce decree in 1992, Aman sent his ex­wife, her lawyer Charles Phillips, and the trial judge
Marianne Becker a series of nasty letters and postcards which they interpreted as threats on their
lives. One of the letters read in part:
But I will have the last laugh by exposing the corrupt Wisconsin legal system to the
world and I will devote the rest of my life to destroy those two slimebags, Becker and
Phillips.
Speaking of destruction of foul legal scum, one readsmore andmore news stories about
judges and lawyers being killed (in courtrooms) by decent people driven to extremes by
such corrupt legal slimebags. Every time I read news about yet another nasty judge or
disgusting shyster killed, I rejoice: “Great! One less piece of shit to terrorize us decent
people!” After having been fucked over mercilessly by Wisconsin legal slime, I can
now fully understand and sympathize with such “killers,” who really should receive
an award for cleansing our world of legal vermin.
Shooting Old Bitch Becker and Filthy Phillips would be too fast and too painless.
Those two bastards must die a very slow and painful death, so that they can appre­
ciate all the suffering they have inflicted on others. If there is a God or Just Fate, those
two pigs—now protected by their immoral legal buddies—won’t be able to get protec­
tion from all the Waukeshit storm trooper cops but will rot away like diseased sewer
rats and burn forever in deepest hell, punished by a Power higher than those hypo­
critical, corrupt, self­important little gods at the Appeals Court and Supreme Court of
Wisconsin.
On March 23, 1993, Aman was arrested at his home by seven agents of the FBI. He was charged
with five counts ofmailing threatening communications, and despite his protestations that the letters
were harmless, hyperbolic pranks that had been taken the wrong way, he was convicted of three of
these counts. For each count he received concurrent sentences of 27 months in federal prison (later
reduced on appeal to 18 months) plus three years’ supervised release. Throughout the trial and for
the rest of his life, Aman was steadfastly unrepentant. “I’m not ashamed of it. I committed no
crime,” he proclaimed in his first post­release interview. “I was just trying to get rid of a horrible
judge and a slimebag lawyer, and I stepped on one too many legal dicks.”
Needless to say, Aman’s incarceration had resulted in an abrupt and very lengthy hiatus for Male­
dicta. His finances having been depleted by the divorce and criminal trials, he had just $500 in the
bank upon his release in February 1995. In order to resume publishing the journal, he was obliged
to cash in part of his retirement savings and to scrounge loans and donations from long­time sub­
scribers. This proved just enough to get volume 11 ofMaledicta off the presses by the end of 1995.
It was followed in 1996 by a short book, Hillary Clinton’s Pen Pal, Aman’s satire­tinged study of
prison life and lingo. (The book is written under the guise of a letter to Hillary Clinton, who Aman
believed to be destined for federal prison herself for her role in the Whitewater scandal.) The same
year saw the launch of Maledicta’s online presence. “As to the Internet, I’m not yet connected,”
Aman explained inMaledicta 12, “but friends have set up web sites forMaledicta.”
Little did Aman know, but his own entry to the online world would retard the progress ofMaledicta
even more than his five­year criminal case did. For thirty years, Aman had pedestalized verbal
aggression as a psychosocial imperative, and the virtually limitless opportunities for practising it
on the Internet proved irresistible to him. He became a fixture on the online discussion forums of
the late 1990s and early 2000s, and while many of his contributions there were genuinely helpful
and insightful, he engaged in some exceptionally hostile behaviour toward those who crossed him.
There were repeated calls for his banning from the electronic mailing list of the American Dialect
Society. The situation was even worse on the alt.usage.english and sci.lang newsgroups, his online
flame wars sometimes spilling over into real life. His propensity to hurl abuse so riled one a.u.e.
contributor that she reported him to the US Department of Justice, hoping (and nearly succeeding)
to get him arrested for violating the terms of his probation.
“I call my daily work avoidance of wasting endless hours on the Net and in newsgroups ‘self­
destructive fucking off’,” Aman once told me. But it was only years later that he came to realize
just how self­destructive and addictive his behaviour was. “The World Wide Web and newsgroups
almost killed off Maledicta,” he later admitted. “I wasted about seven years engaging in nonpro­
ductive nonsense on the Net.”
A last hurrah
It wasn’t until 2004, after quitting the newsgroups cold­turkey and overcoming a string of crippling
health problems, that Aman was finally able to get his journal back on track. Maledicta 13, bearing
a cover date of 1997–2004, was finally published in 2005. True to form, the volume features a
panoply of bizarre and fascinating articles. Among these are contributions on Swahili street slang,
West Indian latrinalia, and Australian terms of misogyny, as well as Aman’s own “ ‘JEW MOTH­
ERFUCKER’ and ‘NIGGER’: The Foulmouthed & Lying Clintons”, in which he meticulously
documents instances of racist and anti­Semitic language by the former first family. But despite
Aman’s claim that he had amassed “material for at least 20 more volumes”, Maledicta 13 was to
be the last. In debt to the tune of $10,000, evicted from his beloved home, and largely abandoned
by his subscribers, he could no longer finance publication of the journal. His last years were spent
pursuing his other enduring interest: caring for abandoned and feral cats, in part through Forgotten
Felines of Sonoma County, an animal shelter near his new Santa Rosa home.
Reinhold Aman was and remains a polarizing figure. Notwithstanding his mutual excommunica­
tion with the academic establishment, he is to be credited with breaking new ground in the schol­
arship of aggressive and abusive language. On the other hand, his unchecked propensity to wield
such language against others harmed not only his perceived enemies but also his own reputation
and, for two long spells, his very ability to pursue his life’s work. Within recreational linguistics,
Aman will be remembered for lending an air of respectability to the study of the darker and more
ribald forms of wordplay; for providing a much­needed publication platform for this research to
flourish; and for his own writings, both serious and whimsical, on puns, metaphors, euphemisms,
spoonerisms, slang terms, and other logological phenomena.
Selected bibliography
The annotated lists below include those works by Aman (either as author or editor) that I think are
most likely to be of interest to recreational linguists. Where the publisher is not given, the work
was (presumably) self­published by Aman.
Periodicals
• Laugh and Learn (1971–1974), a pedagogical language journal in three editions (German,
French, and Spanish). Articles presented ideas for teaching or learning language informed
by humour and wordplay.
• Maledicta: The International Journal of Verbal Aggression (Maledicta Press, 1977–2005), a
quasi­scholarly journal devoted to cataloguing and studying aggressive language.
• Maledicta Monitor (Maledicta Press, 1990–1992), a sort of “mini­Maledicta” containing
short notes and bibliographies but no articles.
Books
• Sinnliches (1971), a tiny booklet of German “wordplays”, dedicated to concrete poet Ernst
Jandl
• Löcherliches: Bildwörter (1973), another collection of German wordplays.
• Cuss Along with Dick; Or, Expletives Restored (1973), an analysis of the profanities expur­
gated from the transcripts of Nixon’s Watergate tapes. The title is a play on Sing Along With
Mitch, the 1960s TV and record series by Mitch Miller.
• Pornographia: Picturesexed Words (1974), a collection of English wordplays. Limited edi­
tion of 95 copies.
• NIXLER: The Prosaic Poetry of Richard Nixon and Adolf Hitler (1974), a comparative anal­
ysis of political rhetoric.
• Bayrisch­österreichisches Schimpfwörterbuch (Süddeutscher Verlag, 1973), a slang dictio­
nary of Austro­Bavarian insults, including a 53­page treatise on the psychological, linguistic,
and literary aspects of swearing. Subsequent editions of the book were published in 1978,
1983, 1986, 1996, and most recently in 2005 by Allitera Verlag.
• How Do They Do It? A Collection of Wordplays Revealing the Sexual Proclivities of Man
and Beast (Maledicta Press, 1983), containing 2000 sexual puns by Maledicta contributors
and subscribers.
• The Best of Maledicta: The International Journal of Verbal Aggression (Running Press,
1987), an anthology of articles from the journal.
• Talking Dirty: A Bawdy Compendium of Abusive Language, Outrageous Insults and Wicked
Jokes (Robson, 1993; Carroll & Graf, 1994), anotherMaledicta anthology, this time focusing
on the more lighthearted and less scholarly articles.
• Opus Maledictorum: Insults, Curses, Slurs, and Other Bad Words from Around the World
(Da Capo Press, 1996), the third anthology of material culled fromMaledicta.
• Hillary Clinton’s Pen Pal: AGuide to Life and Lingo in Federal Prison (1996), a satire­tinged
lexicographical study of prison life and language.
MATHEMAGICAL BIRDHOUSE 
Cassidy Tiberi 
New Lenox, Illinois 
 
Gardner’s Mathemagical Birdhouse 
My project for this class is Gardner’s Mathemagical Birdhouse. The roof of the birdhouse 
is a 9-3 configuration game reimagined into a 3D structure. Just like in the original game, there 
are 3 ways to win a) put 3 pieces on the same color strip (blue, green, or purple), b) get 3 pieces 
in the same ring (top, middle, or bottom), or c) get 3 pieces on the house of the same pattern 
(spotted, solid, or striped). Each player will take turns placing either their red square or orange 
triangular “crackers” onto the 9 perches on the roof until either a player wins based off those 3 
conditions or there is a draw. While this is a configuration game, it also has several references to 
other Gardner inspired ideas, which are tangrams, sliding block puzzles, and toothpick teasers. 
And of course, peeking out of the birdhouse is a little bird, ready to eat the crackers after you 
place them on his perches. The birdhouse is made of wood, which I painted the appropriate color 
schemes on. I constructed the crackers, the bird, and the other references to Gardner out of 
Model Magic, a lightweight foam air-drying clay. The perches were all made out of wooden pegs 
that I cut to the appropriate weight and glued to the birdhouse. 
This project fits all of the requirements. It is creative because I have not seen any 3-
dimensional configuration games. I was inspired by the configuration games presentation last 
week and did not use anything other than the image of the 9 3 configuration game to draw a 
rough idea of a cone. Upon adventuring around stores, I was inspired on the theme of a 
birdhouse to make the game friendly for children my cousin Evan’s age (9-11). This project had 
personal interest to me because it was by far my favorite topic in class. I was so excited at the 
prospect of presenting on this topic that I immediately changed my idea at the last minute. I have 
a strong passion for crafting and building. Most of the work I do in my usually academic life is 
writing papers and learning about psychological theories so I greatly enjoyed implanting my 
hobbies of crafting and weekly game nights into this project. Usually, my projects are not 
something I can bring home and my family would understand, but I am hoping that I can give 
this as a gift to my cousin Evan whose favorite subject is math and has just started making his 
own garden with a bird feeder. So, this will help him engage in educational games and continue 
to allow him to embrace his passions for math. This project also relates directly to Martin 
Gardner due to the roof of the birdhouse being the 9-3 configuration game that Professor F 
would win at continually placed onto a cone shape rather than a sheet of paper or flat board. I 
turned that configuration game into a 3-dimensional game. Configuration games were a large 
topic we discussed due to it being its own student-led presentation in class that was suggested on 
the list of potential ideas for presentations at the beginning of the semester. There are also 
references to other topics that were covered in student-led presentations, such as sliding block 
puzzles, tangrams, and toothpick teasers. 
This project was connected to the goals of the Butler Honors Program, namely, 
willingness to explore new areas of knowledge and innovative methods of learning. My 
willingness to explore new areas of knowledge is shown through my lack of schema in 
configuration puzzles. I was thoroughly excited by the idea of choosing to focus on a topic I did 
not cover in my prior presentations. I also demonstrated my progress through thoroughly reading 
through other student led presentation’s PowerPoints and other sources online on 9 3 
configuration games to help inspire me to create this project. If you ask my roommates, they will 
tell you I have been talking about how excited I was to do this and my roommate and I even have 
played the game many times since I’ve made it. I also used innovative methods of learning by 
drawing in my own personal inspiration to not only meet the project requirements but make these 
theories accessible to children. I have always loved the educational toy stores and I integrated 
interdisciplinary concepts of education and mathematics to make a project that I believe will 
make great use. I spent many afternoons of trial and error to find the right shape to make this 
configuration game both fun and easy to interact with. 
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PICTURES- of final project 
 
This is the configuration game 
only. The ways of winning (color, 
ring, and pattern) are shown 
below. Each of the 9 sections are 
outlined in white and divided by 
color with their own perch. 
The green 
section shows 
one third of 
the 
configuration 




This is purple 
section of the 
project contains 
a third of 
configuration 




The blue section 
contains the a 
third of the 
configuration 
game and a 
reference to 
tangrams. 
Hex Game  
 
Ashley Post 




Game board 1 – Traditional Hex Board (3 players) 
-Goal: get to other side by creating a path of your color. 
-Four colored corners: Black, Blue, and Red 
-Each player is assigned a color 
-Order of play determined by solving cipher 
     Cipher message: Martin Gardner was a cool guy who wrote about many puzzles and games 
that many love today.  
-Once order is determined first player will go  
-Must roll die to determine what move can be made 
    If 1 is rolled, current player can mark one space. 
    If 2 is rolled, player to the left can mark one space 
    If 3 is rolled, player to the right can mark two spaces by the current players marks (AKA block 
them) 
    If 4 is rolled, current player must close eyes and point to spot, whatever spot is chosen, that 
space is marked.  
 -if spot chosen is already marked, player chooses another spot 
 -To avoid “cheating” player to the left will move the hand around in circles a few times 
to disorient the current player 
     If 5 is rolled, current player loses their current turn and the next turn. 
     If 6 is rolled, current player gets to mark two spaces in any location 
 
-If same number is rolled twice (I.e. two consecutive turns for one player): player gets to roll 
again and if even number is rolled, other players get to play an additional space. 
-If same number is rolled two times in a row (I.e. two players roll same number): Both players 
lose a turn and roll the die one time for the other players. Whatever the number lands on is 
what the players get to do. 
       The two in a row rule resets after certain punishment/reward is received (I.e. cannot roll 
three in a row) 
 
-Gameplay ends when 2 of 3 players reach end. 3 points (MAR) rewarded to first place, 2 (MA) 
for second, 1 (M) for third 
     -Each point represents a letter 
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Butler Cipher Code Key 
-Words either associated with our campus via direct naming of certain locations, words 























V: Varsity (field) 
W: Win 




















Butler Cipher Code 
Martin Gardner was a cool guy who wrote about many puzzles and games that many love 
today. 
 
Midwest-Atherton-Resco-Trip-Irwin-Norris  Gallahue-Atherton-Dawgs-Norris-Efroymson-Resco 
Win-Atherton-Schwitzer      Atherton   C-club-Opportunity-Opportunity-Lilly                        
Gallahue-Union-Youth    Win-Holcomb-Opportunity       Win-Resco-Opportunity-Trip-Efroymson                                    
Atherton-Bulldog-Opportunity-Union-Trip     Midwest-About-Norris-Youth                                  
Pulse-Union-Zoology-Zoology-Lilly-Efromyson-Schwitzer             Atherton-Norris-Dawgs               
Gallahue-Atherton-Midwest-Efromyson-Schwitzer         Trip-Holcomb-Atherton-Trip                   
































Write-up on Final Project 
           For my final project, I decided to create a game using a cipher and the HEX game. This is 
different than a typical HEX game, which allows for more than the original two players to play. 
The game can be played with up to 3 players now. It begins by having the players compete for 
who gets to begin first. This is done by having the players race to decode the cipher given at the 
start of the game. The game is also slightly different from an original hex in that it uses a die 
and introduces new scenarios not presented in the original game. For example, the die can 
allow for players to move multiple spaces or lose their turn. By introducing this, it creates a 
more random winner. Also, at the end of the game, each player receives a certain number of 
letters allowing for the potential to play multiple rounds. Overall, the game has a full 
description included, allowing for easy gameplay.  
           This project was something that I had come up with on my own account. I was inspired by 
presentations given in our class regarding hexes and ciphers. I felt that it would be interesting 
to find a way to merge the two. Also, while we were trying out the original hex game, I found 
myself wishing there was more excitement to the game. By adding more players and more 
gameplay interactions, it allows for non-repetitive games.  
            This project relates to Martin Gardner in a few ways. First off, Martin Gardner wrote 
about various ciphers in the Scientific American in 1977. He also wrote about the game of HEX 
in the Scientific American. In both of his writings, Martin Gardner expressed interest for the 
games/puzzles.  My project builds on this by combining the two and expanding it in a way to 
create a new game. Also, my project includes Martin Gardner in the cipher code and is a part of 
the letters won after each hex to fully win the game. 
             In terms of the Butler honors program goals, my project follows a few of the goals. First, 
it is interactive because the final project is a game that student can play. If wanted, they can 
time to try out the game for themselves. This project also satisfies the research and creativity 
category because I used preliminary research about ciphers and the game of HEX to develop an 
understanding for my game. Then, I used creativity to take it a step further by developing a new 
game from what I had learned from my research. This is also related to the willingness to 
explore new knowledge because I did not have any knowledge of HEX or ciphers prior to 
beginning this class. I have also never had the opportunity to create a game before and this 
allowed me to explore this new area of learning. Finally, this works with the innovative 
methods of learning because I plan on presenting the game by showing them how to play and 
presenting my knowledge through a game rather than a simple PowerPoint presentation.  
              Finally, this project was of interest to me because I have never had the opportunity to 
create my own game. I really enjoyed getting to learn more about ciphers and HEX by creating 









JEFF GRANT emailed: 
 
In ‘Isopangrams’ in the last Word Ways, Darryl Francis examines the pangram, a set of words 
using all 26 letters of the alphabet. A 'perfect pangram’, or isopangram, uses all 26 letters once 
only. Darryl lists many 7-word, 6-word and even 5-word solutions. The ultimate challenge is to 
find 4-word isopangrams using words found in widely recognised reference sources, printed or 
online. 
 
With help from Allan Simmons, Darryl eventually discovered the following 4-word solution: 
 
  backjumping  sqwyrt vozhd  flex 
 
Here are 2 variant isopangrams. Thanks to Darryl for some source confirmations. 
 
  backjumping  qwylt  vozhds frex 
 
  backjumping  sqwyr  vozhd  flext 
 
backjumping  (see Darryl’s article) 
 
flext    variant of ‘flexed’, bent (early and more recent use) 
     ‘Richt sair scho hes me flext’ (OED, 1575 quot.) 
     (Right sore she has me flexed) 
    ‘flext or bent condition’ (Dictionary of Aviation, R M  
Pierce, 1914, under ‘flexure’) 
 
frex    an ex who you’re still friends with (friend + ex). 
‘We’re not getting back together - he’s just my frex’ 
(Urban Dictionary, online) 
     Compare frenemy, which is listed in modern dictionaries. 
The online Wiktionary has frex as an adverb, being an informal 
shortening of ‘for example’. 
 
qwylt   Middle English variant of the noun ‘quilt’ (OED) 
 
sqwyr   Middle English form of the noun ‘square’ (OED) 
 
vozhd/s   (see Darryl’s article) 
 
 
RON SINGER writes: 
 
Here’s an expression and a suggested etymology. Perhaps you’d like to invite contributors to 
make other suggestions. 
Whenever someone would praise her little darling (me), my mother would say, “Don’t give him 
any canaries!” Recently, I wondered where that expression came from. My wife suggested it 
might have been derived from, “Kain ein ha-RAH,” a Yiddish expression used to ward off the 
evil eye. That sounds far-fetched, but I can’t find any other suggestions. 
 (Several sources suggest this etymology. See, for example, Miryma Ehrlich Williamson, “Don’t 
Give Him a Canary,” http://www.ruralvotes.com/thebackforty/?p=499 
 
 




Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire, England 
  thorpeds@hotmail.com 
 
 
This article deals with letter groups having the same sound, namely Homophonic Letter Groups. These 
fall into 2 categories: 
1.   Those which are pronounced as when reciting the letters of the Alphabet  A  B  C  etc 
      2.   Those which are NOT pronounced as the letters of the Alphabet   
 
         
                    HOMOPHONIC LETTER GROUPS (pronounced A, B C etc) 
 
 
A      A   AE  AI   AIS  AY  AYE   E   EA  EE  EH   EI  EIGH   EII   EILLES   ET  EY   EZ   UET  
         
       18 different homophonic letter groups make the sound A  
                                                                                                                                            
       DALE    RAE    TRAIN     CALAIS     CLAY    FAYE    SOUFFLÉ   STEAK    NEGLIGEE      
 
       EH     REIGN    EIGHT   POMPEII    MARSEILLES      BALLET    GREY     NEZ (pince)    
 
      BOUQUET                                
 
       phrases:      ai…. BRAIN DRAIN 
 
                           eigh…EIGHTEEN EIGHTY 
 
                           ay…. MAY DAY     
 
        other phrases:     EIGHT ATE      FREIGHT TRAIN      GAYNOR FAYE  (an actress)     
 
        two like sounds in one word:    DAYBREAK       GATEWAY     ELYSÉE      WAYLAID 
                                                                                                                    
     
B     BBIE     BBY     BE      BEA     BEE     BEY     BI     BIE     BY 
 
        ROBBIE    LOBBY    BEING    BEADY     BEEN    SABEY  (surname)    GOBI    
 
         BARBIE    BABY    
 
        sentence:   MAYBE  ROBBIE’S  BISTRO  BEAT  SABEY’S ? 
 
C     CAE   CE   CEA   CEE  CEI   CEY  CI   CIE  CY   SE   SEA   SEE  SEY  SI  SEI   SIE      
                                                                                                                 
        CAESAR      RECEDE     CONCEAL      SUCCEED     CEILING       SPACEY (surname)    ICI       
 
       RUNCIE      FANCY      SETAE    CHELSEA      OVERSEE    CASEY     SIKH   SEIZE  
    
      SIEMENS  
      (surname) 
      
       two like sounds in one word:        S E C E D E  
 
 
D      DDY     DE     DEA    DEE     DI     DIE     DY               
     
         DADDY     DETOUR     DEAN      DEED    AUDI      ADIE (surname)    SHANDY  
            
         two like sounds in one word:        D E E D Y 
 
       
E       AE       E      EA     EE   EI    EIGH      EY      I     IE      IS     IT     IX    OE     Y    
 
         AMOEBAE     PLACEBO    TREACLE    FLEE    CEILING    RALEIGH    KEY     SKI     
       
         BRIE     FILIGRIS     CONDUIT    CHAMONIX     PHOEBE      PASTRY              
 
         phrases:      ea…BATTERSEA (dog’s home) PLEA 
 
                             ee…FREE GUARANTEE     ROWNTREE JUBILEE             
 
                             eigh…BURLEIGH RALEIGH  
 
                             ey…NOSEY DONKEY 
    
                              ie… MARIE CURIE      JULIE CHRISTIE 
 
                              y…SILLY BILLY     TASTY PASTRY 
 
           two like sounds in one word:   EASY     KEELEY     GREEDY    SLEEPY    PHOEBE    
 
                                                             QUEENIE     ELY      SNEAKY    SEALYHAM (dog) 
 
.                                               
F        EF     EFF     OEFF                                        
 
          CLEFT      EFFORT     STEFF     GEOFF                                            
 
G       GE    GEA    GEE     GIE    GY   JE    JEA 
 
          GEUM    CONGEAL    BUNGEE    ANGIE    MANGY     JESUS     JEAN       
                                                                  




H       ACH    AITCH    AT    ETCH 
 
         RACHAEL     AITCH      NATURE    GRETCHEN 
 
 
I        AI     AILLES     AYE     EI     EYE     I     IE     IGH     UY    Y     YE 
 
          SAMURAI  VERSAILLES   AYE   GEIGER  EYE   IRATE    PIE   NIGHT  BUY  SPY    RYE 
        
          phrases:   ai…THAI BONSAI             
 
                            igh…THIGH HIGH 
 
                            y…. FLY BY       
 
          two like sounds in one word:    EYESIGHT      EYELINER     IDENTIFY 
   
 
J        GAO     JA    JAI     JAY     JEYE 
                                                                                                         
           GAOL     JANE     JAIL      JAY     JEYES                  
 
 
K        CA    CAI    CAY     KA     KAY     QUET  
 
           CAVE      CAISTOR  (a place)    CAYMAN    SKATE   KAYSER   CROQUET 
                                                                                    
 
L        EL     ELL     ELLE 
 
           EXPEL    TELL      MOSELLE                      
 
 
M       EM     EMM    
 
          NEMATODE    EMMERDALE      
               
 
N       AN     EN     ENN     ENNE                  
 
          ANY      ENLIGHTEN       VIENNA      VIVIENNE         
 
O        AOH   AU  AULT  AULX   AUX    EAU   EAUX   EOU     EW   O   OA   OE   OH   OT    
           OUGH   OW  OWE 
 
          PHARAOH    SAUTERNE   RENAULT   RIEVAULX (Abbey)   FAUX   PORTMANTEAU    
 
          MOLINEAUX      SEOUL     SEW   QUANGO   TOAD   MISTLETOE   SOH    DEPOT    
 
         THOUGH       BORROW    LOWE (surname)                 
 
           
 
 
         phrases:     eau…. BEAU CHATEAU    
 
                              o……MARCO POLO    MUMBO JUMBO    BANJO SOLO 
 
                              ow….LOW BLOW     NARROW WINDOW      YELLOW  PILLOW   
 
                                       THROW ARROW                       
 
          two like sounds in one word:    OVERFLOW      OVERLOAD      HOMEOWNER 
 
 
P        PEA     PEE     PI     PIE      PPY     PY                          
 
          PEAL     PEEL     PISTE      SPIEL    HAPPY     COPY        ………………….. 
                                                                                               
          two like sounds in one word:   P E E P Y  
 
 
Q       CU     CUE     KEW     QUE     QUEUE 
 
          CUTE     RESCUE     ASKEW     BARBEQUE      QUEUE   
  
 
R       A     AA     AH    AL    AR    ARR    ARE 
 
         MA    BAA    SHAH     PSALM    STAR    CARR     ARE      
                                                                                                     
         phrases:       ar……STAR’S  CAR 
 
 
S       ES     ESCE     ESS     ESSE 
 
         ESCORT     FLUORESCE     BLESS     FINESSE    
 
         two like sounds in one word:     ESTIMABLENESS 
 
 
T       TEA     TEE     TIE     TTY     TY 
 
         TEAK    STEEP     AUNTIE      JETTY      NASTY                                     
                                                                                                    
 
U      EAU    EU    EW    EWE    IEU   IEW   U    UE    UEUE    UGH     UT    UU   YEW   YOU 
 
         BEAULEIGH     EUSTACE    CURFEW    EWE   LIEU    VIEW    USE   DUE    QUEUE      
 
         HUGH   DEBUT   VACUUM     YEW    BAYOU 
 






         phrases:       ew…CHEW STEW        HEW YEW       
   
                               ue… FORTESCUE ISSUE 
 
                               ugh…HUGH PUGH 
 
         other phrases         REVIEW  CURFEW         NEW MENU DUE 
 
          two like sounds in one word:     EUPHUE  (note: the two like sounds are reversals) 
 
 
V       VE     VEA     VEE     VEY     VI     VY      
 
          VEGAN     VEAL     VEET    HARVEY      VISA     IVY       
 
 
X       ECKS     ECS     EKS      EX                           
 
          PECKS     SPECS    TREKS    MEXICO                                
 
 
Y       WHI     WHY     WI     WY     WYE     
 
         WHITE      WHY       WIRE     WYCLIFFE (surname)     WYE  (river)               
 
 
Z      ZED                          
 
        ZEE (US)      DIZZY    JERSEY     FRENZY 
   
 




                                           
                HOMOPHONIC LETTER GROUPS ( not pronounced A, B C etc) 
 
        A    AS   AUR   AW  AWER   OAR   OER   OOR   OORE   OR   ORE   ORT  OUR       
     
       STALL    ARKANSAS    DINOSAUR    JIGSAW    DRAWER   BOAR     BOER     DOOR      
 
       MOORE      DIOR    BEFORE     RAPPORT    CONTOUR        
 
                phrases:      aw….SCRIMSHAW FLAW           
 
                            oor…INDOOR FLOOR 
 
                            ore… THEODORE GORE 
 
                            our…FOUR TOUR 
       
        
 
       ADE    AID    AYED      EIGHED    EYED                               
 
       PARADE     BRAID     PLAYED    WEIGHED     GREYED 
 
       sentences:      ade…. JADE MADE HOMEMADE MARMALADE   
                                                                                                                                                       
                              aid…. LAID  STAID  UNDERPAID MAID 
 
        AGNE     AIGN     AIN      AINE     ANE    AYNE     EIGN    EIN     EINE     EYN   
 
       CHAMPAGNE     CAMPAIGN    ENTERTAIN   UKRAINE   HUMANE     WAYNE    
 
       FEIGN    SKEIN   SEINE    FONTEYN  (Margot)   
          
       phrases:       ain….BRAIN DRAIN      CHILBLAIN PAIN       MAIN DRAIN   
 
                            aine… GERMAINE FONTAINE 
 
                            ane….INSANE SHANE       JANE LANE 
                                     
                            yne… JAYNE WAYNE                            
 
        AIGHT     AIT      ATE      EAT      EIGHT 
 
        STRAIGHT       WAIT       CONTAMINATE     GREAT      FREIGHT 
 
        phrase:       eight…FREIGHT WEIGHT 
 
        sentence:    ate… REIGATE  KATE  ATE  DATE 
 
       AIL     AILLE      ALE    AYAL     EIL     OAL 
 
      BEWAILS     BRAILLE     FEMALE     BETRAYAL    VEIL   GAOL 
 
      phrases:        ail…. FRAIL GAIL      BAIL DETAIL     CURTAIN RAIL 
 
                             ale.…PALE ALE SALE      AIRDALE VALE      DINSDALE  INVERDALE    
                                                                                                                                       (a name) 
      AIR     AR     ARE     AYR    AYRE     AIRE     EAR     EIR    ER    ERE 
 
     PAIR   SARAH    CARED   AYR   FAYRE    AIREDALE    WEAR     HEIR    HER     THERE 
 
     phrases:           air…. FAIR HAIR       ALISTAIR BLAIR          
 
                              are…RARE TUPPWERWARE     DELAWARE FANFARE     DARE CLARE? 
 
                              aire...ROSSLAIRE  LEGIONNAIRE 
 
                              ere…WERE THERE? 
 
                              eir…. THEIR HEIR 
 
      sentence:        are… DARE  CLARE  KILDARE  WEAR  HER  MOHAIR SWIMWEAR? 
                                      
      AIS     AISE     AIZE     ASE       AYS       AZE      EIGHS     EYS 
 
     RAISIN    RAISE      MAIZE     PHASE     BRAYS    GRAZE    NEIGHS     OBEYS 
 
     phrases:          aise…PRAISE GERVAISE         
 
                              ase….ERASE PHRASE                 
 
                              ays…DELAYS RELAYS 
                      
                              aze…BLAZE  HAZE 
 
                              eighs..WEIGHS SLEIGHS   
 
       AYES    EIS    EYES    IS    IES     IGHS     ISE    IZE     UYS     YES    YS 
 
       AYEAYES    HEIST    EYES     ALIBIS    TRIES    SIGHS      ENTERPRISE    SIZE      
 
       BUYS     DYES     PIGSTYS    
 
       phrases:       ayes….AYEAYE’S  EYES 
 
                             ies….IDENTIFIES BUTTERFLIES              OVERFLIES ALLIES    
 
                             ise…WISE ENTERPRISE 
 
                             ys… TY’S  PIGSTYS 
 
    
    EAS      EASE      EES     EESE    EEZE    EIGHS     EIZE     ES      ESE     EYS     ISE 
 
       EASTER   TEASE    KNEES  CHEESE   SNEEZE    LEIGHS (surname LEIGH)   SEIZE 
 
       ANDES       THESE     KEYS      REPRISE   
 
        phrases        ase…  PLEASE TEASE 
 
                             ees….  BEES KNEES        AGREES FEES 
 
                             ese…. CHINESE CHEESE 
   
      
 
        EOUL     OAL     OLE     OLL     OUL   OWL                        
 
        SEOUL     COAL     VACUOLE      ROLL      SOUL     BOWL 
 
        phrases:      ole…..STOLE FLAGPOLE      MOLE  HOLE 
 
                      
 
 
Isogram Transdeletion Pyramid 
 
Alex J. Quiz 
Glendale, California 
 
There are many word articles on isograms and transdeletion pyramids, but there are none which talk 
about them combined, the isogram transdeletion pyramid. 
 
It contains 4 coined words, 3 of which are simply dictionary adjectives turned into adverbs by addition 




  PSEUDOMYTHICAL 
   HEMIDACTYLOUS 
    MOUSTACHEDLY 
     CHLAMYDEOUS 
      SMOUCHEDLY 
       CHOUSEDLY 
        SLOUCHED 
         CHOUSED 
          HOUSED 
           HOUSE 
            SHOE 
             HOE 
              HE 
               E 
 
Of course, if the first word is an isogram all words in the pyramid will be, because deleting a letter 
from an isogram still yields an isogram. 
 
Definitions: 
Subendolymphatic - A coined word. Partly within the endolymphatic duct, a vessel in the ear. 
Endolymphaticus - Part of the phrase "ductus endolymphaticus", the endolymphatic duct. (see previous 
word.) 
Pseudomythical - Alternate form of "pseudo-legendary", like being mythical but not exactly mythical 
Hemidactylous - Relating to the genus of geckos Hemidactylus. 
Moustachedly - Another coined word, an adverb form of the adjective "moustached". 
Chlamydeous - Having or pertaining to the perianth, the sepals and petals of a flower. 
Smouchedly - Another coined word, an adverb form of "smouched", to be stolen from or taken from 
Chousedly - Another coined word, an adverb form of "choused" (has nothing to do with "choosed"), to 
be tricked or deceived. 
Choused - see "chousedly". 
 
An interesting fact with "chlamydeous" is that a similar word, "tepal" has an interesting property. It 
means a segment of the outer section of a flower where the petals and sepals meet. The logological 
quality of "tepal" is that each letter is 11 letters in the alphabet after the last letter, wrapping around z to 
go to a. 
e(5 or 31) is 11 letters after t(20). 
p(16) is 11 letters after e(5). 
a(1 or 27) is 11 letters after p(16). 
l(12) is 11 letters after a(1). 
 
There are only 2 other 5-letter words with this quality: "mucks", where each letter is 8 letters in the 









Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire, England 
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We begin with a word having an odd number of letters. 





B    BIBLE  -  BILE    CABIN  -  CAIN    COBRA  -  CORA    CUBES  -  CUES     GABLE  -  GALE   
      NOBEL  -  NOEL   RABID  -  RAID    ROBES  -  ROES     SABLE  -  SALE     TABLE  -  TALE                        
 
C    DICED  -  DIED     DUCAL  -  DUAL     FOCAL  -  FOAL       
 
D    CODED  -  COED      MEDAL  -  MEAL     PEDAL -  PEAL     SEDAN  -  SEAN  
 
F    DEFER  -  DEER     LIFER  -  LIER    LOFTS  -  LOTS      SIFTS  -  SITS 
 
G    FAGIN  -  FAIN       LAGOS  -  LAOS     LINGERS  -  LINERS      LOGAN  -  LOAN      
       REGAL  -  REAL     SEGAL (surname)  -  SEAL      TIGER  -  TIER      
    
H    ACHES  -  ACES      LASHERS  -  LASERS     USHER  -  USER 
 
J     KOJAK  -  KOAK (a surname)       MAJOR  -   MAOR (a place in Israel)       
 
K    DYKES  -  DYES       LIKES  -   LIES     RAKES  -   RAE’S      SEEKING  -  SEEING 
 
L     CARLTON  -  CARTON      CURLING - CURING       FILLED  -  FILED      FILLING - FILING 
       HOLED  -  HOED      HOLLY  -  HOLY     LILLY  -  LILY     MALIN  -  MAIN        
       ROLES  -  ROES       SOLAR  -  SOAR        TILLED  -  TILED      TILLING  -  TILING     
                
M    AMY -  AY    BOMBS  -  BOBS     LIMES  -  LIES      TIMED - TIED    TREMBLE  - TREBLE 
 
N    ANT  -  AT      ANN  -  AN      BENDS  -  BEDS    DANTE  -  DATE      DUNES  -  DUES       
       LINER  -  LIER    MINKE  -  MIKE       OWNED  -  OWED        PLANNED  -  PLANED         
       RANGE  -  RAGE      SONAR  -  SOAR       TONGA  -  TOGA      WENDS  -  WEDS    
           
P     MAPLE  -  MALE       ROPES  -  ROES      SEPAL  -  SEAL      STAPLER  -  STALER 
 
R    ART  -  AT       CARTS  -  CATS      CORAL  -  COAL      ENTRAIL  -   ENTAIL      
      GORES   -  GOES    MORAN (surname) -  MOAN     MORON  -  MOON       PORTS  -  POTS       
      THREE - THEE 
 
S    BASIN -  BAIN   COSTS - COTS   DOSES  - DOES     HOSES  -  HOES    MINSTER - MINTER     
      NESTS  -  NETS     POSTS  -  POTS   RASPS  -  RAPS     ROSES  -  ROES     RUSES  -  RUES              
 
T    ANTON  -  ANON      MATCH  -  MACH      METAL   -  MEAL     MORTALS  -  MORALS    
      MOTOR  -  MOOR    PITON  -  PION    TURNTABLE  -  TURNABLE   WINTERY  -  WINERY       
 
V    ANVIL  -  ANIL     DOVER  -  DOER     LIVES  -  LIES     REVEL  -  REEL    SEVEN  -  SEEN      
 
W   BOWER - BOER      COWED  -  COED      DOWER  -  DOER     DROWNED  -  DRONED   
       GOWER  -  GOER      SEWER  -  SEER (a clairvoyant)       TOWER  -  TOER (surname) 
  
X    DIXON  -  DION (a first name)   SAXBY  - SABY (a first name and a surname)  SEXES  -  SEES       
 
Y    BRYAN  -  BRAN      DOYLE   -  DOLE       LAYER  -  LAER  (a place in Germany)            
       MAYBE  =  MABE  (a place in Cornwall)       MAYOR  -  MAOR (a place in Israel)               
       ROYAL  -  ROAL (a first name)        ROYLE (surname)  -  ROLE       SAYLE (surname) -  SALE  
 
Z     MAZES  -  MAE’S       RAZER  -  RAER (a place in Belgium)    RAZOR  -   RAOR (a fish)                
 
NUMERICALLY PALINDROMIC WORDS     
  
SUSAN THORPE 
Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire, England 
   thorpeds@hotmail.com 
  
4 LETTER WORDS                                                                         
  
3       21     3         C   U   BA 
  
4       18     4         CA   R   D 
  
5        3      5         DA   C   E 
5        7      5         E   G   AD 
5      12      5         DA   L   E 
5      13      5         DA   M  E 
5      14      5         DA   N   E 
5      18      5         DA   R   E            
5      20      5         DA   T   E 
5      22      5         DA   V   E 
5      26      5         DA   Z   E          
  
6     12      6          F  L    EA 
  
7      9       7         G    I    BE 
7     14      7         FA   N   G             
7     18      7         BE   R   G        
  
8     19      8         GA   S  H             
8     21      8         H   U  DD (surname)    
  
9      3       9         I  C   ED  
9     18      9         HA  R  I 
  
11    3     11         JA  C  K                       
  
12   21    12         L  U  GE       KA  R  L 
  
13     1    13        M   A  ID                  
13     5    13        M   E  AL 
13   12    13        HE  L  M 
13    21   13        AL  U  M 
  
14    5     14        N   E  CK           
14    9     14        N   I   CK   
14    9     14        MA  I   N 
    
15     2    15        O   B  AN                  
15     4    15        FI   D  O   
15   12    15        FI   L  O 
15   13    15        O  M    AN  
15   14    15        FI  N  O 
15   15    15        O  O  NA  (a girl’s name) 
  
16     5    16        P    E   KE       KE   E    P        P  E  EK 
16      9    16        P    I    KE 
16   12    16        KE   L  P 
16   15    16        P   O   KE 
16   18    16        P  R   IG 
16   21    16        P   U   KE    
  
18     9    18        EM   I   R       R    I   ME       R  I  ND 
18   15    18        R  O   ME       R  O  LF 
  
19     1    19        S   A   RA     S   A   NE 
19     3    19        S   C   AR               
19     4    19        EN  D  S       NE  D  S 
19     5    19        S   E   EN                                                                     
19     7    19        RA  G   S 
19     9    19        S    I   NE     
19   16    19        S   P  AR       RA   P   S 
19   20    19        S  T   EN       S  T  AR       RA   T   S 
19   22    19        S   V   EN       
  
20     1    20        BR    A   T     
20     8    20        T   H  EO 
20   12    20        SA    L   T       KI  L  T 
  
21   18    21        PE    R    U 
  
22    1    22         V    A   CS   
  
23    1    23         W   A  DS 
23    1    23         W   A   IN 
23    1    23         W   A   LK                  
23    1    23         W   A  RE 
23    5    23         W  E  RE 
23    9    23         W   I  RE 
23   15   23         W  O  RE                
  
25    5    25         JO    E   Y      GR  E  Y           
25   12   25         DU   L  Y  
25   20   25         DU  T   Y 
25   20   25         PI    T   Y 
  
5 LETTER WORDS 
  
3     28    3          BA  SI   C   
  
4     12    4          CA  GE  D               
4     13    4          AC  HE  D 
4     19    4          CA   NE   D 
4     25    4          AC  TE  D   
  
5     33    5          AD  OR  E               
  
6     37    6          F  OV   EA 
  
7     23    7          BE   IN  G         G  RE  BE  
7     27    7          G  LO  BE 
  
8      3     8          BEA  C  H     
8     19    8          H  EN  CE  
8     38    8          GA  RT   H 
  
9     16    9          I   DL  ED   
9     20    9          HA   T   ED   
9     25    9          I   NK   ED 
9     29    9          I   RK   ED        
  
10   33   10         J   UL   IA          
    
11    1    11         CH   A   FE            
11    8    11         CH  EC  K 
11    9    11         CH   I  EF 
11   10   11         CH  EE  K         
11   12   11         CH  IC   K                                     
11   18   11         CH  OC   K       BI  R   CH       
11   20   11         BI  T   CH       FE   T  CH 
11   23   11         CH   IN  K 
11   24   11         CH   UC  K 
11   25   11         K   ET   CH 
11   29   11         K   IT  CH           
11   35   11         CH  UN  K        
  
12     5   12         L  E  ACH 
12     9   12         L  ED  GE 
12     1   12         L  A  BIA           
12   14   12         L  IE  GE 
12   15   12         GE   O   FF                 
12   19   12         L  AR  GE     L  OD  GE 
12   35   12         L  UN  GE   
  
13     5   13         ID  E   AL           
13     9   13         HE   I    DI         M  ED  AL   
13   19   13         AL  AR   M       M  OD  AL       
13   20   13         LA  T  HE 
13   23   13         AL   BU  M 
13   25   13         M   ET   AL 
13   33   13         M   OR   AL       
13   39   13         M  UR  AL 
  
14    1    14         BL   A  CK 
14    5    14         AID   E   N 
14    8    14         MA   R   IE 
14    9    14         FAG  I   N    
14   15   14         BL  O  CK 
  
15    5    15         CL   E  AN 
15    8    15         O  CE  AN    
15    9    15         CL  I   MB 
15   15   15         CL  O  GH 
15   25   15         O  RG  AN         
                          
16    1    16         CHE  A  P 
16    6    16         P  EA  KE                      
16   15   16         P  O  DGE    
                                                  
17   14   17         PA  N   EL         
17   20   17         PA  T   EL    
17   21   17         Q  U  AKE             
17   23   17         BO  W EL 
  
18    1    18         FL  A  ME 
18    9    18         CO  DE  R 
18   10   18         FL  AI  R 
18   23   18         CO  RE  R 
18   25   18         ME  TE  R 
18   26   12         FL  EU  R     
18   27   18         CO  VE   R 
18   28   18         CO  WE  R 
18   30   18         CO  YE  R       FL  OO  R 
18   33   18         R  HY  ME     
18   36   18         FL  OU  R       
  
19    1    19         S  A   BLE     
19    5    19         DAN   E  S 
19    8    19         RA  CE  S   
19    9    19         RA  I  NE 
19   12   19         BEL  L  S                      
19   14   19         AR   IE   S   
19   19   19         NE  AR  S                  
19   20   19         GL   AS  S      S   T  EAM      BEL T  S    MEA  T  S       S  T  AND   
19   22   19         RA  V  EN 
19   25   19         JI  NK   S  
19   26   19         DO  Z  EN 
19   27   19         S  IR  EN  
  
20    4    20         BR  AC  T        
20    5    20         SA  DA  T   
20   13   20         T   HE  AS       
20   17   20         SA  BO  T    
20   18   20         AS  CO  T                
20   19   20         BR  EN  T  
20   23   20         SA   IN   T     
20   24   20         BR  ES   T 
20   35   20         BR  UN  T            
  
21    1    21         CR  A  BS 
21    5    21         CR   E   PE 
21    9    21         CR  I    BS 
21   13   21         TA  M   IL          
21   15   21         CR  O  AT 
21   18   21         PE  R  IL       
21   21   21         U  TA  NG                        
21   28   21         U  SI   NG 
  
22    1    22         IM   A GO 
22    9    22         V   I  CAR 
  
22   21   22         GO  U  RD    
22   27   22         V  IR  GO 
  
23    1    23         RE  A  CT        RE  A  DS 
23    3    23         NI  C  ER 
23    5    23         RE  E  DS        
23    6    23         IN  F  ER      
23    7    23         NI  G  ER        W  AF  ER 
23    8    23         W  AG  ER 
23   13   23         HO  M   ER     IN  LA W 
23   14   23         HO  N  ER      RE  N  DS      IN  N   ER   
23   16   23         RE   P   IN  
23   17   23         W  EL  DS                    
23   19   23         RE   S   IN       HO  S  ER  
23   21   23         W  AT   ER                       
23   22   23         HO  V  ER 
23   25   23         W  IP  ER 
23   28   23         W  IS  ER 
23   33   23         W  OR  DS      
                                                     
24    2    24         CU   B  ES     
24    4    24         WA  D  ES 
24    5    24         CU   B  ES      FR  E  ES               
24    7    24         WA  G  ES 
24    9    24         FR   I   ES       FR  I  LL 
24   11   24         WA  K  ES 
24   12   24         WA  L  ES         
24   14   24         WA  N  ES 
24   18   24         WA  R  ES     CU  R ES      CU  R SE 
24   22   24         WA  V  ES           
24   24   24         WA  X  ES  
  
25    5    25         GR  E  ET                  
25   13   25         SEA  M  Y 
25   14   25         PI  GG  Y 
25   16   25         TE  NB  Y       HAP  P  Y 
25   18   25         BER  R  Y.   
25   19   25         PI  S  TE      TE  EN  Y      
25   22   25         DU  V  ET  
25   24   25         DU  LL  Y     TE   LLY      JO  LL  Y      
25   25   25         PI  NK  Y  
25   26   25         DU  MM  Y  
25   39   25         DU  ST  Y            
  
26   14   26         YA   N  GS                               
  
27    1    27         SH  A VE 
27    2    27         LO  B  BY  
27    9    27         OL  I  VE 
27   15   27         SH  O VE   
  
28    7    28         SI   G   HT                  
28   14   28         SI   N  EW       MO  N   TH        
28   18   28         TH   R  EW 
28   21   28         MO   U   TH 
28   24   28         SI   X   TH  
                                                             
29    4    29         NO   D   DY                   
29    7    29         TI   G    ON   
29   19   29         DY    S   ON 
  
30    3    30         YE  C  KS (Yeck is a surname) 
                                                                               
31   15   31         SL    O   OP      PO   O  LS 
  
32    5    32         SM   E    LT  
32    7    32         WI   G  GY…..   
  
33    1    33         RO    A    NS 
33   24   33         LU   X   OR 
  
34    9    34         PR    I    NT 
  
35   18   35         SP  R   OT                      
  
37    5    37         OV   E  RS 
37   18   37         PU  R  LY 
                                                       
38    1    38         QU  A  RT 
38    5    38         TR   E  SS  
38   21   38         TR   U    SS 
  
39   14   39         RU  N  TS 
  
40    3    40         YO  C  US (a surname) 
  
6 LETTER WORDS       
  
4     27     4         CA  NDI  D  
4     29     4         CA  LLE  D 
4     43     4         CA  RTE  D 
  
5     16     5         DA  BBL  E  
5     21     5         DA  MAG  E 
5     33     5         DA  NGL  E      
5     39     5         DA WDL  E   
5     44     5         DA  PPL  E 
5     64     5         DA  ZZL  E     
  
5     34     5        AD  VIC  E                   
7     26     7        FA  CIN  G 
7     27     7        FA  DIN  G      
7     50     7        G  AZIN   G 
  
8     34     8        H  ORA  CE 
8     43     8        GA  RET  H       
  
9     12     9        FAB  L  ED       DE   CI  DE      ADD L  ED       
9     14     9        HA GG   ED 
9     19     9        CEA  S  ED        
9     21     9        HA  LI  DE          
9     26     9        HA  MM  ED  
9     31     9        I  TCH   ED      
9     32     9        HA  LT  ED  
9     33     9        DE  LU  DE      
9     37     9        I  NKL  ED 
9     40     9        HA  TT   ED 
9     42     9        I  NSI   DE          
  
12   14   12        CHA  N  GE           
12   18   12        CHA  R  GE 
12   19   12        CHA  NE  L (perfume) 
12   21   12        CHA  PE  L     
12   24   12        GE  NIA   L  
12   38   12        L  OVA  GE 
12   50   12        L  OUN  GE    
  
13   10   13        DI  ADE  M  
13   14   13        LA   N  CIA 
13   15   13        M   AN  AGE       M  AN  IAC 
13   19   13        M  EN   AGE 
13   28   13        M  ENI  AL 
13   32   13        DI   SM    AL 
13   39   13        M  EDIU  M       DI  ST  AL      
13   42   13        HE  LIU   M       AL  LIU  M 
13   53   13        M   ORT  AL   
  
14   14   14        MA GG   IE     
14   18   14        MA  IDE   N 
14   21   14        MA  LDE  N  (place)     
14   29   14        N   ELL  IE      
14   59   14        N  OTIO N 
  
15   11   15        BAL  K  AN         
15   19   15        FI  JI  AN 
15   30   15        CL  UED  O 
15   36   15        CL  OU  GH (a surname)  
  
16   17   16        P   LE   DGE 
16   20   16        P  AS   CAL 
  
17     4   17        BO  BB  LE                                  
17     8   17        PA  DD   LE 
17   14   17        BO  GG  LE 
17   21   17        PA  RC  EL           
17   26   17        HI  MM   EL 
17   33   17        PA  RO  LE   
17   34   17        PA  NT  EL 
17   39   17        PA  ST   EL 
17   40   17        BO  TT  LE  
  
18    9    18        MAD  DE  R 
18   12   18        R   EG  ALE 
18   24   18        R   ES   IDE 
18   25   18        DIE  TE  R   
18   33   18        CO  NDO  R 
18   37   18        CO  RNE    R                 
18   48   18        CO  LOU   R   
  
19    1    19        AR  A  BLE  
19    5    19        GL  E   NDA   
19    9    19        S  ADD  EN 
19   16   19        RA  BIE  S   
                     
19   21   19        S  TA  BLE 
19   23   19        S  ODD  EN      DO RE  EN 
19   24   19        DO   LL   AR 
19   26   19        RA  CER  S 
19   32   19        S  IER  RA 
19   45   19        NE    RVE   S 
  
20   24   20        BR  IGH  T    
20   25   20        BR  EAS  T   
20   26   20        T  OBI  AS 
20   30   20        SA  FES  T 
20   32   20        SA  DIS  T 
20   36   20        SA UGH  T     T  HOM  AS 
20   38   20        BR  EXI  T     SA  NES  T     
20   47   20        AS  SIS  T   
                                                           
21   17   21        PE   NC  IL 
21   20   21        TA  KI   NG       PE   KI  NG 
21   22   21        TA  MI  NG  
21   23   21        LI   NI  NG 
21   24   21        U  PH  ELD      MIM  I CS 
21   25   21        TA  PI  NG           
21   33   21        TA  XI  NG    
21   41   21        U  PPI  NG 
  
22    9    22        MED  I  CS     
22   22   22        MI  MI  CS                                  
  
23    8    23        RE  GA  IN    
23   12   23        BU   FF   ER    
23   14   23        NI   GG    ER     HO    GG   ER       RE  MA  IN      NI  CK  ER   
23   15   23        MEAD  O  W 
23   19   23        HO  AR   DS       W  AND  ER     
23   20   23        DAR  T  ER    W  EAN  ER 
23   21   23        BU  IL  DS      RE  TA  IN        HO   LI  ER 
23   23   23        VA  IN  ER   
23   24   23        W  EAR  ER         
23   26   23        WIELDS…….. 
23   27   23        W   IND  ER 
23   28   23        W  EAV  ER           
23   30   23        W  AIT  ER      W  ING  ER 
23   31   23        W  HIN   ER   
23   32   23        HO   PP   ER      NI   PP   ER      W   AIV  ER 
23   33   23        W  ALT  ER 
23   35   23        HO  OT   ER                           
23   36   23        RE  VIE  W 
23   37   23        W  INN  ER          HO OV  ER     W  HIT  ER   
23   39   23        HO   LLO   W                               
23   40   23        BU   TT    ER        HO   TT    ER  
23   43   23        W  INT  ER                           
  
24   18   24        CU   R  ARE           
24   29   24        CU  TI  ES 
24   37   24        WA  RS   AW 
24   38   24        CU   SS    ES 
24   40   24        CU  RV  ES 
  
25    1    25        BER   A   TE                   
25   16   25        PI   P   PED 
25   19   25        PI   RA  TE 
25   21   25        DU  DLE   Y      EAS  IL Y       
25   39   25        GR  UND   Y 
25   49   25        GR  ITT Y 
25   50   25        GR  UMP  Y  
25   55   25        GR  OTT  Y  
25   25   25        GR  EAS  Y 
  
26    1    26        KO  A  LIE (a girl’s name)   
26   23   26        KO   NI  GS              
  
27    2    27        LO  B  BY 
27    3    27        SH  AB  BY 
27   14   27        RI   N    DER (a surname) 
27   21   27        LO   U  DER 
27   27   27        SH  RI  VE 
  
28    3    28        SI   C    KLE 
28   13   28        WE   AL   TH    
28   16   28        WE  IG  HT      PL  IG   HT 
28   23   28        PL  IN  TH 
28   24   28        TH   ES    IS   
  
29    7    29        SAI   G   ON        
29   14   29        TI  N  TED 
29   17   29        NO   BO   DY 
29   29   29        NO  TI  ON 
29   32   29        TI    PP    EX    
29   40   29        HU  TT   ON    
  
30    9    30        SK   I  ING 
30   13   30        SK  ID   OO 
30   12   30        VAG   L  EY (a surname) 
  
31    4    31        JU   D  GES        PO   D  GES 
  
32    4    32        WI   D  GET 
32    5    32        MOD  E  RN                                                                
  
33    8    33        OR  GA  NS        
33   11   33        RO  BI   NS 
33   15   33        MAS  O  NS    
33   25   33        LU  PI  NS   
  
34   13   34        SO   M  ITE      SO   DI  UM 
34   17   34        SO  LE  NT               
34   21   34        MU  TA  NT 
  
35    9    35        TO  I  LER                      
35   35   35        UN   ZI   PS 
  
36   20   36        OU   T   ISH      
  
37    5    37        RAR  E  LY                                                                   
37   23   37        OV  ER  LY           
  
38    5    38        JEW  E  SS                                       
38   13   38        QU  AL  MY       
   
39    9    39        ST   I   CKY       RU  DE    ST       
39   28   39        RU  MO  UR           
  
40    3    40        RAU   C     US 
40   20   40        STA   T  US             
  
41   18   41        TU    R   KEY 
       
WORDS WITH MORE THAN 6 LETTERS 
  
3     41     3        C  ARIM  BA 
  
4     31     4        CA  CKLE   D 
4     43     4        AC  CLAIME  D    
4     47     4        AC  CRUE  D 
4     48     4        AC  CUSE  D    
4     50     4        CA  RRIE   D  
4     62     4        AC  COSTE   D  
4     78     4        AC  COUNTE  D 
4     96     4        AC   CUSTOME  D 
  
5     19     5        AD  DABL  E                        
5     35     5        DA   TABL   E          
5     40     5        AD  VANC   E      
5     65     5        AD  VANTAG  E    
                                                            
6     58     6        EA  RMUF  F 
   
7     26     7        DAB  BIN  G 
7     28     7        BE  ADIN  G 
7     31     7        BE  DDIN   G        
 7    35     7        BE   ACHIN  G 
7     37     7        BE  GGIN  G            BE  AMIN  G      DAB  BLIN  G     
7     41     7        BE   NDIN  G   
7     42     7        BE  IJIN  G    
7     44     7        FA  ILIN  G 
7     44     7        BE  ATIN  G  
7     47     7        FA  LLIN  G 
7     62     7        FA  STIN  G 
7     53     7        BAD GERIN  G 
7     55     7        BE  LTIN  G 
7     66     7        BE  CKONIN  G  
7     81     7        FA  STENIN  G    
  
8     19     8        CAD EN  CE 
8     54     8        H  ALFPEN  CE  
8     60     8        GA  RNIS  H 
  
9     16     9        DE  CID  ED 
9     24     9        DE IFI  ED             
9     26     9        HA  GGL  ED    HA PPEN  ED         
9     30     9        HA  NDL  ED  
9     48     9        DE  MOT  ED          
9     51     9        HA  PPEN  ED 
9     55     9        HA  UNT    ED 
9     58     9        HA  STEN  ED     
  
10   44   10        J  UBIL  EE 
10   49   10        J  AMBOR  EE    
                                                     
11   39   11        BI   RKBEC  K                 
11   53   11        CH  INOO   K  
11   70   11        FE   NUGREE  K 
  
12   22   12        CHA  NCE  L     
12   29   12        L  INEA GE 
12   32   12        GE   NERA  L         L  LANDA   FF 
12   33   12        CHA  NNE  L 
12   35   12        L  INKA  GE 
12   37   12       GE  NER   IC     
  
13   21   13        M  EDIC   AL             
13   24   13        HE  LIC   AL         
13   42   13        LA   NGU  ID     
13   43   13        LA   TER   AL 
13   45   13        M  EDIEV  AL   
13   46   13        M   ARRI   AGE  
13   52   13        M  USIC  AL 
13   60   13        M   ORTG   AGE 
13   61   13        HE  XAGON  AL  
13   64   13        AL  LUVI  AL  
13   66   13        M  ISTR  AL 
13   69   13        DI   SPOS  AL   
13   72   13        LA  NTHIU  M 
13   77   13        DI    SPERS  AL           
13   79   13        DI  SMISS  AL 
  
14   47   14        MA  TLO  CK 
14   33   14        HEA  THE  N            
  
15   36   15        FI  REM  AN 
15   47   15        CL   ANSM   AN  
15   50   15        O  VARI   AN  
15   63   15        FI  SHERM AN       
  
16   36   16        GI  NGO   LD (a surname) 
 16  17   16        P  IEBA  LD   
   
17   14   17        PA   N   ACHE                                   
17   17   17        PA  NC  AKE 
17   21   17        PA   RAB   LE    
17   35   17        DAL  ZI   EL  (a surname) 
17   43   17        PA  NTI  LE        PA   RALL  EL       
17   50   17        PA  RTIC  LE 
  
18   24   18        CO   LL  IDE 
18   33   18        R   OCO  CO 
18   45   18        CO  ASTE  R       
18   53   18        CO   RONE   R      CO  URIE   R                                               
18   64   18        CO   RRIDO   R                                                      
18   70   18        CO  NTOU  R 
18   73    18       CO   URTIE  R 
  
19    9    19        GL   ADD    EN          
19   35   19        S   CRAM   BLE  
19   36   19        RA  IDER  S     GL  IDER  S                        
19   37   19        S  AMAV  AR  
19   47   19        GL  ISS AND  (a surname) 
19   83   19        GL  AMOROU   S   
  
20   19   20        T  EN  ABLE 
20   23   20        BR   END  AS               
20   24   20        T  REA  CLE 
20   32   20        CLE  MEN  T 
20   42   20        KI  NSHA  SA 
20   47   20        BR  AVES  T 
  
20   38   20        KI  SS   ABLE 
20   40   20        SA  LIEN  T      T  ENTA  CLE 
20   47   20        BR  AVES  T  
20   53   20        T  ESTI  CLE 
20   71   20        SA  NSKRI  T 
20   75   20        SA  TIRIS  T 
  
21   22   21        CR  IBBI  NG 
21   23   21        TA  CKI   NG       TA  GGI   NG     BRA  GGI  NG      PE  CKI  NG      PE  
GGI  NG 
21   24   21        CR  ACKI  NG 
21   25   21        PAD  DLI  NG     PE    EKI  NG          
21   26   21        PE   ELI   NG     CR  EAKI  NG      CR  ADLI  NG    
21   27   21        PE  NDI  NG            
21   29   21        PE  DDLI  NG                          
21   30   21        TA   ILI    NG       PE  EPI  NG               
21   32   21        FO  REI  GN       TA   LKI   NG     CR  AVI  NG 
21   33   21        GN  AWI  NG        
21   35   21        TA   CKLI   NG    CR  EATI  NG       CR  EEPI  NG              
21   36   21        CR  ACKLI  NG     CR  OAKI  NG     PE  EVI  NG   
21   37   21        PE  NNI  NG                                                                                
21   39   21        TA    SKI   NG     CR  INGI  NG      CR  AMPI  NG 
21   40   21        PE  RMI  NG               
21   41   21        TA  PPI    NG    PE  LTI  NG      
21   42   21        U  NDOI  NG      
21   45   21        TA  RRI  NG      
21   46   21        U  NENDI  NG 
21   48   21        TA   STI    NG     U  NBENDI   NG                    
21   49   21        PE  TTI  NG                   
21   51   21        U  NFEELI  NG       
21   52   21        U  NSEEI  NG     
21   53   21        CR  OONI  NG            
21   55   21        CR  UNCHI  NG                    
21   56   21        CR  OUCHI  NG  
21   63   21        TA  ILORI  NG     
21   67   21        U NMASKI  NG                  
21   71   21        U NVEILI  NG 
21   73   21        U  NWINDI  NG                   
21   82   21        U  NNERVI  NG               
  
22   13   22        SC  HE  MED 
22   14   22        V  ALA  NCE 
22   44   22        V  ANGUA  RD  
22   49   22        GO   TTHA  RD 
22   52   22        V  ERTI  GO                   
22   65   22        SC  ABBA  RD                        
  
23   18   23        HO   ME  MADE               
23   25   23        RE   FRA  IN 
23   39   23        RE   TRA  IN      BLI   ST  ER 
23   41   23        W  ARW   ICK                      
23   42   23        HO  WAR   DS        
23   44   23        W   ARFAR  IN 
23   52   23        W  HISP  ER                  
23   58   23        RE  STRA  IN 
  
24   11   24        CAT  CH   ES     
24   12   24        CHAL   IC   ES 
24   18   24        CAT   R  INA 
24   20   24        SE  RB   IAN      
24   21   24        REA  LI    SE 
24   30   24        SE  ARCH  ES               
24   20   24        WA  DDL  ES 
24   24   24        WA   FFL  ES      
24   26   24        WA  GGL  ES 
24   32   24        WA  LSA  LL       IN  SID  ER 
24   36   24        FR   EEZ  ES 
24   38   24        CU  RT  AIN 
  
25   41   25        FRA  ILT  Y       PI  PET  TE       
25   69   25        DU  PLICIT  Y           
  
26   13   26        CRE   M  ATE                   
26   23   26        RAG  IN  GS 
26   55   26        YA   PPIN  GS 
  
27   55   27        ZA  PPIN  GS 
27   15   27        SH  O  RED 
27   25   27        SH   UD   DER          
27   48   27        SH  OUL  DER 
  
28   17   28        SI   NC  ERE 
28   39   28        SI  ST   INE        MO   RPE  TH (a place) 
28   50   28        MO   NOLI  TH 
28   52   28        PL  ASTIC   INE   
  
29   12   29        EX   CI    TED   
29   13   29        EX  AL   TED                 
29   14   29        PLA  N   TED 
29   20   29        MANA  T   EES 
29   52   29        EX  PLOI   TED 
29   61   29        KR  YPT  ON   
  
30   12   30        TAI   L  ING  
30   16   30        MAP   P   ING 
30   17   30        SK  IDD ING  
30   21   30        SK   AT  ING 
30   25   30        GRE  ET  ING 
30   33   30        YE  ARN  ING 
30   36   30        SK   ETCH  ING     
30   41   30        SK  IPP  ING 
30   62   30        YE  STER   DAY     
  
31    9    31        SL    ED   GES     
31   37   31        PO    PU  LAR 
31   39   31        PO  RTA  LS 
31   40   31        PO  STA  GES     PO  STA  LS 
31   60   31        PO   STU   LAR 
  
32    2    32        SAL  AA  MS 
32   20   32        SAL  T    IRE 
32   21   32        TEG  U  MEN 
32   31   32        DIS  PO  SAL 
32   34   32        WI   LLIA   MS 
32   39   32        DIS   PER   SAL 
32   41   32        DIS  MIS  SAL 
  
33   12   33        TAL  L  IES 
33   14   33        RAN   N  ETH 
33   27   33        TAL   LO  NS 
33   38   33        SMA  RT  IES 
33   59   33        RO  BINSO  NS   
  
34   27   34        SAMA   RI   UM 
34   39   34        SO  LVE  NT 
34   45   34        ALU   MINI   UM  
34   51   34        NEO   DYMI  UM 
34   59   34        MU  SCOV   ITE 
34   65   34        PR   OSCENI   UM                   
34   67   34        PR  ESTW OOD (a place) 
34   68   34        MU  SCOVI  UM               
34   70   34        PR  OMETHI  UM 
34   91   34        PR  ASEODYMI  UM        PR  OTACTINI   UM 
  
35    5    35        SP  E  AKER                               
35   17   35        SP  EL  LER      
35   19   35        SP  AR  TAN 
35   20   35        PAR  T AKER 
35   24   35        SP OI  LER          
35   37   35        SP  INN  AKER 
35   47   35        UN  DERT AKER 
35   53   35        NU  ZZ   LER                     
  
36    7    36        MIN  G  ISH 
36   11   36        MIN  K  ISH          
36   14   36        COR N  ISH          
36   20   36        MIN  T  ISH       OU  T  RIDE 
36   22   36        SPA   ANG  LES  
36   39   36        COR RU  PT      
36   51   36        OU  TLAND  ISH   
  
37   14   37        THI   CK    LY 
37   16   37        VO   CAL   LY        
37   20   37        PAT   T   ERN   
  
38   12   38        IMP   L  ORE 
38   15   38        IMP   O  RT 
38   19   38        KIND   NE  SS 
38   23   38        IMP  RE  SS 
38   24   38        TR  ACT  ION 
38   38   38        WO  RT  HING 
38   58   38        QU  ATERMA  SS       TR  ANSACT   ION              
38   61   38        IMP  RESS   ION 
38   63   38        TR  ANSIT  ION 
38   64   38        TR  ANSGRE  SS     
  
39   14   39        ART   IE  ST       
39   42   39        RU  NNIE  ST      
39   53   39        RU    STIE  ST 
   
40   21   40        SU  CCO  US 
40   46   40        SU  RPL  US 
40   85   40        SU  MPTUO  US 
  
41    1    41        ATT  A  CHING     
41    4    41        ATT  AC  KING    
41   20   41        SCRA  T  CHING         
                      
42    2    42        TIM   B   ERS 
42    7    42        SIN   G   ERS 
42    9    42        OMN  I  BUS 
42   14   42        SHO  CK   ERS 
42   22   42        SHO   V   ERS 
42   23   42        SHO   W    ERS 
42   32   42        SHO PP  ERS 
42   35   42        SHO  OT  ERS 
42   37   42        SHO  ULD   ERS 
42   41   42        SHO  UT  ERS  
  
43   17   43        PRI  NC  ESS 
43   54   43        TW   ITTE  RY   
  
44   20   44        TIGH   T  EST        
44   29   44        DUS   TI   EST 
  
45    9    45        FRU  I  TY 
45   18   45        STEA  R  ATES 
  
46    4    46        SLAN  D  ERER      
  
47    3    47        POP  C   ORN     
  
48   16   48        RONA  LD  SON 
  
49   14   49        PLU  N  GERS          
  
50   20   50        WRI  T  HERS      
  
  
WORDS IN WHICH THE 3 LETTER GROUPS ALL HAVE THE SAME TOTAL 
  
14   14    14       MA   GG    IE                                      
  
15   15    15       O   O   NA 
  
17   17    17       PA   NC    AKE 
  
19   19   19        DO   RA   S      S  AND  S              
  
19   19   19        GL  EN   S      GL  AND  S      NE   AR   S 
  
21   21   21        TA  U   PE          U  TA  NG 
  
22   22   22        MI  MI  CS   
  
23   23   23        W  AV   ER      W  ARD  ER      VA  IN  ER        RE  IN   ER      RE   W  ARD    
  
24   24   24        WA   FFL  ES       WA  X  ES  
     
25   25    25       GR  EAS  Y          PI   NK   Y     
  
27   27    27       SH   RI   VE   
  
29   29    29       NO  TI  ON 
  
35   35    35       UN  ZI   PS 
  
38   38    38       WO  RT  HING 
  
43   43    43       BUT   TER    FLY  
  
A WORD WHOSE  4 LETTER GROUPS HAVE THE SAME TOTAL 
  
23   23    23    23    RE   W  ARD  ER 
  
A 4 LETTER GROUP NUMERICAL PALINDROME 
  
19   25   25   19       S   Y   LLA   BLE            
  
5 LETTER GROUP NUMERICAL PALINDROMES 
  
23     9    14     9   23      RE   I   N   DE  ER     
  
20   24    20   24   20      T   IGH  T   ES  T    
  
Incidentally, 2 of the 3 title words are numerical palindromes: 
53    27     53     NUME   RI  CALLY           
  










              
 





Seeing is believing 
Parting is such sweet sorrow 
The Taming of the Shrew 
The Lady’s not for Burning 
Waiting for Godot 
I’m dreaming of a white Christmas 
And it was evening and it was morning, the first day 
In the beginning was the word 
He has the makings of a real statesman 
Price includes furnishings and fittings 
 
In this mixture of familiar phrases the common element is that they all have words ending 
with the suffix –ing. For a native English speaker there is, on the surface, nothing remarkable 
about this collection: but for someone learning the language all, is not so straightforward. To 
start with, the ending –ing covers both the participle of the related verb as well as a variety of  
nouns, not only simple verbal nouns expressing the activity that the verb conveys but also 
events and objects that can be related in different ways. This does not appear to have a 
parallel in other languages. 
Even the humble participle is used in a special way. In the phrase ‘I’m dreaming’ an ongoing 
(imperfect) activity is denoted, which differs from the ordinary present tense ‘I dream’. Some 
languages, such as French, have a past imperfect tense, but English does past present and 
future, giving a richer range of expression, as in – 
 Did/do/will you have to disturb me when I was/am/will be working? 
Probably all verbs – except ‘auxiliaries like can, most, may –are able to produce their related 
verbal noun (gerund) using the –ing suffix. This gerund can be the subject or object of a 
sentence and can be introduced by a preposition such as in, by, for, and also by the word of, 
and can be qualified by and adjective. Some gerunds from intransitive verbs, like reacting, 
tumbling, wading, do not have a usage extending beyond this: others do. Although we would 
not say ‘The reacting is inappropriate’, we can certainly use the definite article in saying ‘The 
waiting is over’, or ‘the fighting has become widespread’. This enables us to express more 
concerning the activity than just talk about it generically such as saying it is good or bad: we 
can refer to a specific example of that activity. 
We can actually have two closely similar ways of saying the same thing, although they are 
grammatically different. For instance, the party could be cancelled ‘due to me becoming ill’ 
or ‘due to my becoming ill’. The listener would accept these as equivalent expressions. 
There has been, then, a move towards usage of the noun in more ’concrete’ meanings. The 
Taming of the Shrew refers to a series of events and processes leading up to the achievement 
of the shrew being tamed. As an instance of how the same word can have progressively more 
and more concrete meanings, consider the following – 
 Opening a can of beans, I cut my finger (participle) 
 Opening a can of beans can be risky (gerund) 
 I attended the opening of the new wing (an event) 
 A doorway is an opening in a wall (a physical thing) 
 There could be an opening in my firm for you (a metaphorical doorway). 
Such ‘meaning creep’ actually goes further. In ‘Furnishings and Fittings’ the nouns are not 
denoting activities or events but the results of those activities. In other words, the nouns 
formed from a verb in the active ‘voice’ have taken on a passive sense. A building is the 
result of the process of building, and trimmings are what are produced by the process of 
trimming something. Another oddity is that some of the more ‘concrete’ nouns are only used 
in the plural. We talk of belongings but not of a single belonging, and likewise with 
furnishings, takings, goings-on and winnings. 
Apart from all this, there are some nouns that appear not to have come from verbs in the first 
place. Evening is not a word we relate to a verb to even, nor is morning from to morn (nor 
gloaming from to gloam). More recent formations such as guttering, scaffolding and lettering 
have also been drawn into the same use of the suffix attached to a noun rather than to a verb, 
denoting an area of expertise or the application of a skill. 
So it is clear that the simple verbal noun or gerund has been seized upon to perform an 
extended range of functions in the language, increasing its capability to express an extended 
range of thoughts. But how, to begin with, did the same suffix come to be used for both 
participles and nouns, which in other languages are kept distinct? Apparently in Old English 
(Anglo-Saxon, up to the 12th century) these two parts of speech followed the German pattern 
that still exists today, the participle having the suffix –end and the verbal noun having the 
suffix –ung (from German music we have Mendelssohn’s instruction nicht schleppend and 
Wagner’s ‘Goetterdaemmerung’). The dictionary says that in Old English, the word for 
evening was aefnung and the word for morning was morgenung. These look like verbal nouns 
but, whether they are, and if so what verbs they derive from, can be left to the experts. 
Anyway, during the following generations these two endings merged into the one suffix –ing, 
leading to the present ungrammatical-looking state of affairs. We normally accept these 




A New Forum for Recreational Linguists  
 
DON HAUPTMAN  




Chance? Or coincidence? You be the judge!  
 
On November 1, 2019, the previous issue of Word Ways was posted. My article therein is a tribute  
to the beloved Competitions (1969-2000) in New York Magazine, which thousands of ingenious people 
entered obsessively. That same day, The New York Times published a call for Letters to the Editor, 
commenting on the news as such missives traditionally have, but employing creative forms such as 
limericks, haiku, parodies of songs and literary works and nursery rhymes, and the like. It struck  
me that this feature, called Variations, provides a forum for those of us who miss the challenges  
of the long-gone Competitions.   
 
Of more than 300 entries, 18 were selected for publication, and posted on the Times’ site on December 8. 
The following day, 13 appeared in the print newspaper, where space is more limited. Included in both 
editions was my submission: 
 
“Escape” won’t work, ’cause it’s a fact: 
Online, your every move is tracked.  
Watch what you click, what data typed, 
So that your info isn’t swiped.  
Keyboarders need to get a clue. 
Or someone might . . . “Control-U.” 
 
Many of the other published compositions are equally clever, or more so. Here’s the link. My verse 




Sue Mermelstein, one of the Times’ letters editors, came up with the idea for Variations. I asked about 
the response to the feature. She replied:  
 
“We’ve gotten a great reaction to it! Comments from readers. Notes from friends. For me, the highlight 
was when the former publisher, Arthur Sulzberger, came over to tell the Letters staff what a kick he got 
out of it. We do plan to repeat it, but we’ll probably wait several months. We’ll let readers know, and 
because it was so popular, we’ll try to publicize it more widely and prominently.” 
 
A postscript: My own verse went through a multitude of drafts and revisions. The interim printouts, 
festooned with edits and changes, look like palimpsests! For instance, I began with the idea of people 
being compensated for their data, but couldn’t make that theme work. The “pun punchline” came first;  
the rest was crafted around that.  
 
Years ago, I was an honorary member of an informal group of light versifiers, some professionals,  
known as The Bards. In contrast to my Herculean efforts, those people likely could ad lib such creations 
in seconds! 

       Zhat Ting Dere 
 
      Gertrude Stein started it, a ting is a ting is a ting, 
      No you say, “ting” needs an “h”  to be a thing. 
      But I say, “Chinese don’t have to say “R,” 
                         Nor Japanese admit “L” even exists. 
 
       Herman Bernoulli waiting in Teutoberg Forest, 
                          Karl der Geller riding to Saxony, 
                          Frederick at Leuthen as dawn was breaking, 
                           “Th…” wan’t in their vocabularies. 
 
                           In fact, “th” was born in England, 
                           And has cousins living in Spain, 
                           And in Greece, and way off West, 
                           In the Yucatan Peninsula yet. 
 
                            But nowadays you have to go by 
                            Wisconsin, especially Milwaukee, 
                            To say “ting,” “dere,” or “zhat.” 
                             Or be labeled “illiterate” or worse. 
 
                             So Gertrude, a rose may be a flower, 
                             Known to all the world as such. 
                             But “ting” a word, it cannot be, 






Covering information is contained in email sent to 32 Poems editors by the writer 
(I hesitate to say “the poet.”), Glenn G. Dahlem, Ph.D.      
INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS 
 
Word Ways is interested in receiving original articles (non-fiction, fiction or poetry) relating to 
recreational logology.  All articles should be sent to the editor, Jeremiah Farrell,  
9144 Aintree Dr., Indianapolis, Indiana 46250 (wordways@butler.edu). 
 
Authors are encouraged to send computer-ready articles in Microsoft Word with the following 
specifications: 
 
 Title:  14 pt Times New Roman BOLD 
 Text:  12 pt Times New Roman 
 Page Size:  7 inches horizontal, 9 inches vertical 
 
Diagrams and the like should be drafted in black or India ink in a form suitable for photo-offset. 
 
In non-fiction articles, the responsibility for the accuracy of any statement rests primarily with the 
author.  The general scope of any investigation should be defined:  for example, a statement that 
words have been taken from the Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary or the Merriam-Webster 
Unabridged Dictionary, Third Edition., or place names taken from the Times Index-Gazetteer of 
the World.  If a word or name comes from an unusual source, this should be identified.  Footnotes 
in general should be avoided; references can be given either in the text or at the end of the article. 
 
Word Ways makes every effort to ensure the information published in this journal is original and 
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